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The Image of Fairfield

Car Thief Hits Campus
Debra De Shong
News Editor
There is a car thief with a
fetish for Mazda MX6's on the
loose and he has his sights set on
Fairfield University. On the weekend of September 19, one Mazda
MX6 was stolen and another came
very close.
"Oh my God," was senior Deirdre Pollack's, first reaction when she stepped out of her
townhouse at 8:30 pm on Saturday, and saw an empty spot where
her white Mazda MX6 used to be.
Pollack had just returned
from the grocery store a half hour
before and upon leaving, locked
all the doors and rolled up the
windows.
"My friends saw a man
in a baseball cap driving away but
they thought it was my brother,
who lives in the area, and they
beeped. Obviously he didn't wave
back," said Pollack.
When her friends told her
that they just saw her brother borrowing her car Pollack panicked.
She immediately alerted security
who called the Fairfield Police.
When the police arrived,
Pollack called her parents for the

Protect Yourself
Debra De Shong
News Editor

Security officer demonstrates "The Club."
name of her insurance agent. She
says, "they didn't take it very well."
The car was a graduation present
from them.
Since the incident, Pollack has obtained a rental car and
plans to look for a new car over the
weekend.
Another Fairfield student
was much luckier than Pollack.
The next evening at about 9:21 pm,
a student reported that the passenger side lock on their Mazda MX6
was pulled out. The car was parked
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in the Regis lot at the time. It is a
mystery as to why the thief was
unable to carry out his plans.
According to Glen Griffin, Assistant Director of Security,
says, "other than the fact that they
were the same cars, there is no hard
connection."
In 1991, 311 cars were
stolen from Fairfield while, only
two or three cars are usually stolen
from campus each year. Griffin
says not to worry because we are
"not into a crime wave."

"Car thieves can be in
your car in about 30 seconds,"
says Glen Griffin, Assistant Director of Security.
If you own a car, this is
not good news. However, there
are some things you can do to
protect yourself from being a victim of a car theft.
Griffin says the number
one tip to remember is always
take your keys out of your car,
lock all doors and roll up the windows.
Nationally, about 30 percent of all cars stolen had the keys
in them. Just use common sense
and good judgment.
Other tips recommended
by security are store all valuables
in the trunk or take them with you.
"It is very tempting to a
thief when you leave a radio exposed on the seat of a car," says
Griffin. Parking in well lit areas is

University Awards
Jubilee Medals

Fairfield Makes Top Three

Jo Docimo
Staff Writer

Jennifer Luongo
Assistant News Editor
U.S. News and World
Report ranked Fairfield University third, among the nation's regional colleges and universities in
the North, last week.
Fairfield moved up from
last year's fourth place ranking,
and has continued to climb steadily since 1987, when it was ranked
eighth.
Worcester Polytechnic
Institute in Massachusetts was
ranked first in this category, followed by Villanova University in
Pennsylvania.
The groupings of regional colleges and universities
represent the middle ground in
higher education.
Six other institutions in
Connecticut were included in the
magazine's five categories.
Yale University was
ranked third in the category of
natiuonal universities, which are
the largest in the nation.
Wesleyan ranked seventh, while Trinity College ranked
twenty-seventh in the grouping of

University
Mourns the
Death of Professor Freya
Littledale
page 2

The center of activity for the region's #3 school.
national liberal arts colleges. The
University of Connecticut was
listed in the second quartile of the
"Best of the Rest," which listed
universities alphabetically and
included those ranked from 50 to
150.
Connecticut College was
included in the first quartile from
national liberal arts colleges, those
between 25 and 35.
St. Joseph's College was
ranked tenth in the category of
regional colleges and universities
in the North.The regional colleges
and universities are split into categories of North, South, West, and

Bike Patrol
Cruises
through
Campus
page 5
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Northwest.
Other categories included
best specialty schools, which
ranked Julliard, as number one in
the Art, Babson College for Business and Harvey Mudd for Engineering.
For best buys in the north,
New Jersey is the place according
to the survey. They included Trenton State College and Rutgers
University at Camden.
A school's overall score
is based on its academic reputation, student selectivity, faculty
resources, financial resources and
student satisfaction.

r

Society's
Attitude on
Date Rape

In celebration of its Fiftieth Anniversary, Fairfield University held an academic convocation
on Monday, September 21, at 3:30
pm at the Regina A. Quick Center.
A brief presentation preceded the keynote addresses. Six
jubilee medals for outstanding
service to Fairfield and the community were presented.
Recipients included
E.Gerald Corrigan, President of
the Federal Reserve Bank, Rev.
James Coughlin S.J., posthumously; David W.P. Jewitt, the
first lay Chairman of the Board of
Trustees and executive vice-president the Connecticut National
Bank, Rev. Victor Leeber, S.J.,
retired professor of modern languages, Dr. Vincent Murphy,
teacher of psychology and acted as
Associate Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences; Dr. Chester
Stuart, Professor of German, English, and American Literature.
Dr. Mary McPhearson,
President of Bryn Mawr College,
wary of "sounding like a weather
forecaster," made some practical
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Summer's
Biggest Film
Flops

predictions and suggestions. She
used the upcoming national elections as evidence of women's
growing role in government by
and for the people.
She was quick to point
out that "for women, it is worth
running for a seat on the inside,
where the government of this country takes place."
"In order to make progress until gender is no longer a
qualification nor a disqualification for public service, we must
educate," said McPhearson.
Dr. McPhearson especially emphasized the education
and preparation of women in the
political arena.
"While the first woman
president has not been elected, she
has almost surely been born," said
McPhearson.
Rev. Timothy Healy S.J.,
president of the New York Library
and former president of Georgetown University, found to his
horror, "that I shall discuss, in
some sense, family values.."
Healy shed some light on
Fairfield University's history, future and mission as a Jesuit institu-
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also beneficial in protecting your
car.
If you feel as if you need
added protection, Griffin recommends "The Club," a device that
locks the steering wheel. "Nothing is 100 percent, but the point is
to harden your car more than the
next," he says.
There are many devices
like "The Club" on the market,
but they are not as effective and in
some cases, more complicated.
Griffin says "the simpler the better."
In order to make "The
Club" more effective, it is recommended that the lock face the
dashboard to further hamper the
thieves attempt.
Deidre Pollack, whose
car was stolen Sept. 19, says "my
parents are going out to get us all
clubs for our cars now."
If you see any suspicious
activity in the campus lots, alert
security immediately by calling
254-4090 or ext. 4090.
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Don't Miss the First Edition of The Fairfield Extra, The Mirror's
Bi-Weekly News Magazine, in the Center of this Issue!
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Julia Alvarez: A True Success Story
Megan Harvist
Staff Writer
Here is a question for all
those young, aspiring language
students out there: did you ever
wonder what it would be like to
become a well-known writer in
your second language? This is the
story of poet and novelist Julia
Alvarez who spoke at the Quick
Center on Sept. 22, opening the
lecture series "Major Women
Writers: A Celebration of Diversity."
Ms. Alvarez is a native of
the Dominican Republic. When she
was ten years old, Alvarez, her
parents, and three sisters abandoned their homeland to escape
the Trujillo dictatorship and settle
in New York.
Under the firm guidance
of her father, the family started all
over again, learning a new language and adjusting to a culture
which they viewed as socially
permissive. When commenting on
her move to America, she says,
"We were being saved by a country that damned us. It was a very

confused feeling."
In 1984, Ms. Alvarez
began her writing career as a poet
by publishing her first book of
poems, "Homecoming." Last year
she won acclaim for her first novel,
"How the Garcia Girls Lost Their
Accents," which recounts her
family's traumatic flightfrom their
homeland.
Alvarez read a short story
called "The Hard Land," which
she had written three or four months
ago. This story is about Yolanda

Garcia, a native of the
Dominican Republic,
who is studying at
Elmwood Academy.
Alvarez told the
audience that someone
said the would never be
successful at writing
poetry in English because
Spanish is her first language.
Now, Alvarez
says she writes in English because "I don't feel
that I have the skill in
Spanish that I have in
English." She feels that
writing poetry is good training for
writing prose because it enables
one to "get to know each word and
its nuance." However, Ms. Alvarez
says her main source of income
comes from writing prose. She is
currently working on a historical
novel.
When asked for advice
on how to be a successful author,
Alvarez said, "Be absolutely fearless about your work. Stick with it
and find helpers along the way. At
some point you'll just get lucky."

Volunteers Attack Problems
of Inner City
Jennifer Luongo
Assistant News Editor
Last week, the Jesuit
Volunteer community expanded
with the blessing of the new Jesuit
Volunteer Corps house in Bridgeport by Fairfield U. President Rev.
Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J.
Four women, who will be
volunteering in Bridgeport for the
next year, are now living in the
house, which was paid for by the
contributions of the Fairfield University community in honor of its
fiftieth anniversary.
The four women will each
be performing different types of
service work in Bridgeport, the
eighth poorest city in the United
States.
Michelle Howard, a
graduate of Loyola Marymount, is
working with the Evergreen Network, a group that provides support for victims of the AIDS virus.
In addition, she is taking part in an
after school recreation program at
the McGivney Community Center.
Howard explained, "I
couldn't think of anything I'd rather
be doing this year." She feels that
working with the people make all
her work worthwhile. "The more
you meet people, the more you get
hope," she added.
Eva Hernandez, a gradu-

ate of Canisius College, will spend
the coming year doing outreach
work with the Hispanic community at St. Charles.
Hernandez said, "It's an
honor for me to be here. I feel that
I'm definitely gaining a lot more
than I'm giving."
Kristen Guillory and
Karen Bradley will also be dedicating their time and efforts to the
Bridgeport community. Guillory,
a graduate of the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill is
now working at St. Joseph's Residence for Mothers and Children.
She is working with young, single
mothers and their infants.
Bradley, a graduate of
the College of the Holy Cross is
working at the Thomas Merton
House, a soup kitchen in the city.
The Reverend Aloysius
P. Kelley, S.J., said of the four
volunteers, "It's a tribute to Campus Ministry and the Fairfield
University community that they
are here."
Father Kelley explained,
"One of the ways we can celebrate
our 50 years is to make a contribution to this great work."
Father Paul Holland, S.J.,
and Barbara Kiernan, a 20 year
resident of Bridgeport were cosupport people for this program.
Father Holland said, "The
opening of the JVC house expresses

the connections between Fairfield,
Bridgeport and the wider world."
Today, Thursday, October 1, Resident Advisors and representatives from Coalition for a
Better World will be collecting
five dollars from students in support of the five for 50 drive; to support the projects of the four women.

Jubilee
Medals
(continued from p. 1)
tion. Referring to Ignatius' requirements for a member of the Jesuit
community, Healy said,"It is a rare
man who has all these virtues. If he
has learning, leads a virtuous life
and deeply loves society and the
church, he will do."
Students were satisfied
overall with the comments of the
speakers. One junior noted, "They
hit all the buttons, women, politics, diversity, and Jesuit ideals.
Their ideas for creating the ideal
college campus are good ones, but
do they work? I personally don't
see many of them at work." Another student said "It's up to the
students decide what the future
holds for all colleges."

Campus Crier
Please give blood October seventh and eigth in the Oak Room.
Sign up for an appointment in the Campus Center lobby.

Cheers

..to no more underage drinking on
campus, yeay right, .to holding your
liquor..to holding other people's
liquor..to holding other peoplcto
medical school acceptances and
the zoo..to the Jogues 4 RA's for
keeping sanity alive..to suprising
flowers..to WVOFnews broadcasters, in general..to that someone
special in Regis... to the New Haven
crew..tc H41,73,44,66,121,53,
24..to the Overlook, the Toolbox,
Last CalL.to the Claver man, you
knowv oyou are...to friends who
keep yo:: aanging on..to staying up
'til 5 a.m. and having freeze pops
for the walk home..to RA
romances..to the return of the
cheepie..to the upcoming Alum
weekend..to hot Alumni men with
real jobs, .to real men. .to rugby men
..to anew friend in Dolan..to Goots
man..to cruisin' with an old
friend..to bababoey..to asking,
"Can I have your ID?"..to a three
year anniversary..to the Thursday
10 to midnight return of The
Asylum..to girls who have the hots
for other people's guys..to RA
nickna js..to men with beards..to
the retir of the diving season..to
blue : iipops..to the Grand
Pubah o dinner sunsets..

Fairfield suffers great loss
Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief
"It takes longer to do a
book than to give birth to a baby,"
Professor Freya Littledale once
said. "I think of the words as
objects, like polished stones, and
until thi. word shines, until it has
just the right cadence, it' s not right."
I ittledale, an adjunct professor oi creative writing at Fairfield University, died suddenly in
her home on August 5, 1992.
Her course on "Writing for
Children and Adolescents" was
more than just a class; it was a
workshop for up-and-coming writers, a forum for creating children's
books.
Littledale always came to
the first day of class armed with a
camera and her collection of stones.
Each year, she took a picture of her
class so she would always remember them. And at the end of the
year, she would keep a copy of her
students' final manuscripts, which
they would autograph.

IRHG will present the third annual "New England Festival '92" on the Oak Room Pation from 4 prr
:o midnight on Friday, October 2.
The "Potato People" will perform at the Quick Center at 2 and 4 pm on Sunday, October 4. Call the
3uick Center box office for ticket information.

Littledale is the author of
over20children'sbooks. TheNew
Yorker chose her Peter and the
North Wind as Best Children's
Book of 1988, and The Elves and
the Shoemaker won her a Virginia State Reading Association
Award.
The stones she cherished
may glow a little more dimly now,
but the words she polished into
music and the students she carved
into authors shine on in bright tribute to the one who gave them life.

Classifieds
TRAY EL FREE! - Sell quality vacations for the most reliable ■
Spring Break Company! Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Margarita ■
Islands Florida. Best Commissions / Service.
Sun Splash Tours m
1-800- -26-7710.
■
HMV FALL INTERNSHIP PROGRAM - HMV, His Master's■
Its U.S. corporate■
B Voice, is the world's largest music retailer.
■ headquarters is located in Westport, Connecticut. If you are interested"
■ in learning about how a small corporate headquarters successfully run ■
i existing music superstores and set up new ventures, we are offering B
■ internship positions in FINANCE/ACCOUNTING, HUMAN RE-B
■ SOURCES, and MARKETING. Take part in this exciting work study"
i program. All interns will be required to work between 10 and 15 hours B
■ per week to receive credit. Representatives of HMV will be holding ■
■ interviews on October 9 at the School of Business. To sign up for an ■
B interview, please call Robin Mentzinger at 454-0785. To find outB
■ more about the company, a press kit about HMV can be found in thea
^Dean's Office at the School of Business.
M

m
■
„
The Writing Center is offering a workshop titled "Breaking the m
Writing Barrier" to be held Tuesday October sixth at 2 pm in DM 255. J
The American Indian Dance Performance and Instruction will
be held in the Wein Theatre Thursday, October 1, from 5-6:30 pm.
Admission is free. Friday, October 2, The American Indian Dance
Theatre will performed in the Kelley Theatre at 8 pm. Call Quick Center
box office for ticket information.

Boos
..to underage drinking..to those
who think it never happens..to those
who tell you they never did it..to 4
tests in one week..to "biff'..to
engorged hot dogs..to the rains of
Danielle..to muddy old Campion
fiekLto the shuttle being off schedule, again... to homework, homework and more homework..to
teachers who love to correct
papers..to girls who buy boxers for
their boyfriends, where did they
get that idea?..to girls who like
other people's guys..to cheating
men. .to cheating women..to cheaters in general..to WVOF deejays
who don't show up when they're
supposed to..to the TH policy..to
administrators who think their job
is to babysit..to having more rules
than at home..to too many
worries, .to broiling things..to MTV
for playing the Jeremy video far
too often..to missing friends who
come to visit..to Saturday morning
swim team practices..to aerodynamic pop tarts..to overflowing
toilets..to smelly toilets..to people
who miss the toilet..to leaving the
toilet seat up and falling in..to not
using the toilet..to getting dirty
looks..to not having a chance to
give them back....
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What In The World
The Pentagon Points a Finger

Bush In a Showdown
Debra De Shong
News Editor

Bush's perfect veto record is being seriously challenged.
In the past four years, Bush has
In the never ending saga vetoed 31 pieces of legislation and
over family values, the latest con- only 8 went back to the Senate. No
frontation unfolded in Congress. Bush veto has been overridden,
The piece of legislation in ques- possibly until now. Last Friday,
tion is the Family Leave Bill which the Senate overrode Bush's veto,
would require employers of 50 or 68 to 31. Presently, the House is
more to allow up to 12 weeks of trying to round up badly needed
unpaid leave, but with full health notes. Speaker Tom Foley says
coverage, for personal or family this will be very hard to accommedical emergencies. Bush, as plish. The bill originally passed in
promised vetoed the bill which was the House 241 ayes and 289 are
then sent back to Congress.
needed for a two-thirds majority.

Debra De Shong
News Editor
The "Tailhook" Naval
scandal just refuses to go away. It
all began in 1991 when several
women charged Navy fliers with
sexual assault at a Las Vegas hotel
where aconvention sponsored by
the Tailhook Association was held.
The women charged that
the Navy fliers lined up along a
hallway and repeately grabbed and
tried to tear off the clothes of
women that tried to pass through.
It is charged that they sexually assaulted at least 26 women.
The Navy interviewed at
over a thousand witnesses but less
than a handful of perpetrators were
named. It was alleged that no other
fliers were named because offi-

cials were both protecting their
officers and the Navy does not take
sexual assault very serious.
As a result of the allegations, the Navy Sec. H. Lawrence
Garret 3rd had resigned. The lasted
chapter opens with the release of a

Pentagon investigation citing three
Navy admirals and a senior Navy
civilian for failing to aggressively
carry out an investigation. The
report recommends that the Pentagon reprimand the officials by
replacing them.

Did You Hear ?

Fisher
Pleads
Guilty

Debra De Shong
News Editor

The so-called "Long Island Lolita," Amy Fisher, pleaded
guilty to the attempted murder of
her ex-lover's wife. 18 year old
Fisher was charged with shooting
Mary Jo Buttafuoco in the head
when Joseph Buttafuoco tried to
end their relationship. Fisher's
lawyers claim that Jo Buttafuoco
lured Fisher into a relationship and
also into the world of prostitution.
It was speculated that he was her
pimp in an after-school prostitution ring.
By pleading guilty, Fisher
leaves the door open for a plea
bargain down to 5 to 15 years in
prison for reckless assault. Joseph
Buttafuoco denies any relationship
with Fisher but it is speculated that
he will be investigated and possibly charged with statutory rape.
Mary Jo Buttafuoco supported the
plea in hopes that it will spare her
husband from facing any charges
of being involved in the incident.

* Connecticut Gov. Lowell P. Weiker Jr. seems to be gaining popularity in the polls. According to the Fairfield Citizen-News,
a recent poll concluded that out of 513 people surveyed, 47 percent
rated his performance as good or excellent.
* Germany has requested a permanent seat on the United
Nations Security Council. Japan has also hinted at harboring such
ambitions.
* L.A. Mayor Tom Bradley has announced that he will not
seek reelection for a sixth term. Bradley has served the city longer than
any other L.A. mayor.
* Last week, the value of the British pound fell sharply after
the announcement by Prime Minister John Major, that the European
monetary system needed further deliberation before England would
sign on.
* The sixth round of talks in the Mideast peace talks broke
off last week in Washington D.C. with both sides optimistic, but no
specific settlements in sight.
The following are workshops offered by the Career Planning Center
(CPC), located on Dolan Campus.
Resume Workshops:
Thurs., Oct. 1 CPC 10:45 am
Wed., Oct7 CPC 9:45 am

"What Can I Do With A Major
In..?" Workshop: Liberal ArtsTues., Oct. 6 CPC 2:10 pm

Interview Workshops:
Thurs., Oct. 1 CPC 3:10 pm
Mon., Oct. 5
CPC 1:10 pm
Thurs., Oct. 8 CPC 11:45 am

Grad School Workshop:
Thursday, Oct. 8 CPC 2:10 pm

11^ 800-3510222
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025

Caitlin M. Whelan
Staff Writer
The struggle of the Palestinian refugees was the focus of a
presentation of Fr. G. Simon Harak,
S.J., last Wednesday. Fr. Harak
When Israel was founded
in 1948, the Palestinians resisted
the attempts by the new settlers to
take away their land. The expanding population of the Israelites
resulted in the conflict between
what Harak calls "two rival
claims."
Harak'spersonal struggle
between his love for the people
who taught him faith and the reality of the oppression of the Palestinians led him to Israel this past
summer. He went, he says, for the
sake of both the Palestinians and
the Jews, committed to his pledge
of non-violence. Harak firmly
believes that "nonviolence respects
the oppressor as well as the oppressed."
His efforts in Israel did
not go over well with the Israeli
Defense Department. In addition
to spending a couple of nights in
jail, Harak found himself in a
confrontation at the border with
the Israeli Police.

Although the suffering of
the Palestinians persists, Harak feels
the efforts made "showed and gave
encouragement to both Israeli and
Palestinian peace groups."
The ultimate question to
ask is whether there is hope for the
Palestinians. Fr. Harak remains
unsure as to whether things will
improve. "I think what we're seeing is, I hope, a softening," he says,
"I always have hope, but I'm still
wondering that what will happen to
the Palestinians."
Harak says he would not
hesitate to return to Israel. "I would
go because of my pledge to nonviolence and my love for the Jewish people," he says, "I would go
tomorrow."

All students receiving Pell Grants, Perkins Student
Loans, Supp. Ed. Opp. Grants, Nursing Student
Loans, or Work Study Positions, if you have not
signed your form, please report to Canisius Hall,
Room 9, immediately.

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL »1000

Largest Library of Information in U.S.
19,278 TOPICS - ALL SUBJECTS
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD

How to Research an Organization:
Thurs., Oct. 8 Nyselius 3:20 pm

Harak Jailed for Peace

IN JUST ONE WEEKI
PLUS $1000 FOR THE MEMBER WHO CALLSI
No obligation. No cost.

STUDY IN

IRELAND

You also get« FREE HEADPHONE RADIO just for calling
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65

Spring 1993

WOMEN!
ARE YOU...
Spending loo much time thinking about food?
Overly aware ol your eating benaviors?
Constantly "weighing" your sert-esteem?
Feeling societal pressures to be thin"?

IF SO, HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO.
•
•
•
•

Learn healthy eating behaviors...
Understand tood and nutrition more...
Improve your selt-esteem and body image..
Have a more positive altitude toward tood...

THESE TOPICS AND MORE WILL BE EXPLORED
IN AN 8-WEEK GROUP ENTITLED-

'WOMEN, FOOD AND BODY IMAGE'

The group is designed specifically to help women address issues around
eating behaviors, food and body image.
To sign up for the group or for more information call Kate Alessi in the
Student Health Center at X2146.
The group will meet Tuesdays, beginning October 6th from 4:30-6:00PM
in Canisius-Room 22. The group will run for 8 weeks.

St. Patrick's College

University of Limerick

Maynooth, Ireland

Limrick, Ireland

• Liberal Arts Program
• 30 Student Maximum
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required

• Business Program Option
• International Student Village
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required

SPONSORING COLLEGES
St. Bonaventure University-Mohegan Community College
For more information, contact:

CCIS
Suite 203B
301 Oxford Valley Road
Yardley, PA 19067
(215)493-4224
Other CCIS Programs: Italy, England, Scotland, Sweden,
Germany, Portugal, Greece, Israel, Spain, France, Mexico,
Ecuador, Colombia, China. Switzerland.

The College Consortium
for International Studies

XH h
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Outstanding people
stand out at Caldor.
In fact, our future is the future of our people. They're the
kind of people who know where they're going and want to get
there fast. Creative, ambitious and smart. Self-starters who
seize opportunity and run with it.

vJur Executive Training Program gives you that
opportunity. It is designed for college graduates who
want to stand out in big business and excel. Caldor
prizes individuality, applauds diversity and recognizes
achievement. \

Join us and make the transition from the academic
world to the business world with the Northeast's
fastest growing retailer.
>

We'll be on campus interviewing November 3rd, 1992.

1 lease drop off your resume at the Career Planning
Center by October 6th, 1992.

Sueann Johnston
Fairfield '90
Assistant to
Sr. Vice President Hardlines
Assistant Buyer
Caldor, Inc.

Lvaldor is an equal opportunity employer.

CALDOR
Michael DeMarco
Fairfield '92
Financial Analyst
Caldor, Inc.

Our People Make the Difference

ifrr^r
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Fairfield Faces

Ethnic Pride and Beauty
Grace Campus
Susan Kolcun
Staff Writer

On May 17th, the Connecticut Puerto Rican Parade Inc.
held its annual Miss Puerto Rican
pageant. The 28-year old event,
designed to maintain the heritage
and culture of Puerto Rico, is an
opportunity for the Puerto Rican
community to show off the best
among its youth.
This year's "best" was
none other than Fairfield University junior Marissa Alers.
Marissa began competing
in pageants last year when she was
first runner-up in the Bridgeport
competition for Miss Puerto Rico.
"At first I was shy," she
said, "and I thought, 'this is not for
me.'" But after she became more
involved, Marissa soon learned
differently.
"I feel a special sense of
enthusiasm towards the Hispanic
community and I feel especially
proud to be representing them,"
she said.
And not only is she representing them, but she is influencing the youth of the community
and showing them how far they
can go if they set their minds to it.
She said, "I would like to
be known as the queen of education. Sometimes high school students don't know what's out there,
they think it's so expensive... I just
want to let them know that there is

a lot out there."
A native of Bridgeport
and valedictorian of Harding High
School's 1190 class, no one is

doubting her educational accomplishments. Marissa is on a fouryear scholarship for academic
excellence and is pursuing a double
major in engineering and mathematics.
"Beauty is ephemeral,"
said Marissa. "it is an individual's
education or lack of education
which will determine whether or
not he has a future filled with
wonderful opportunities or crushing despair."
To capture the title,
Marissa not only demonstrated

poise and educational accomplishment, but also impressed the judges
with her many talents.
Marissa performed a
"negroide" which is a type of poem
that reflects the Afro-centric heritage of the 1700's. She danced,
sang, and dressed like a man,
wearing a samba suit and shirt with
a butterfly collar and mutton
sleeves.
Marissa's performance
reflected the pride she has in herself and her people. She said, "In
the skit, the dark woman was being
praised; the focus was uplifting the
dark woman with an ethnocentric
background."
Overall, Marissa found
the pageant to be a worthwhile experience. She said, "The pageant
opened my eyes to my culture. It
was an exceptional cultural experience." She also appreciates the
opportunity she had to reflect on it
and learn more about herself.
Although her studies take
up most of the day, Marissa makes
time to serve as treasurer of
SALSA, Fairfield's Spanish
American Latino Student Association. Following graduation,
Marissa intends to work as an
engineer in the Connecticut area
where she will also assist in community service projects. Marissa
said, "I want to give back to my
community what they have given
to me- education and a chance to
make it in the world."

Security Hops on Bicycles to Promote
Safety and Public Relations
Dana Felmlee
Features Editor
It was hard to stifle a snicker
as the new Fairfield Bike Patrol
solemnly skidded to a halt in front
of Loyola. These guys have all the
serious gear: Cannondales, Uniforms, and little sirens that sound
like a 60 foot tall cricket lookin'
for some lovin'. They speak that
police jargon too, using words like
"Roger" a little too frequently.
But I was surprised to find
out that they aren't the over zealous tyrants some may picture them
to be. In fact, they're real nice
people!
"We don't want to screw
you." says Officer Mike Santos.
Which is a good thing, because this
rather burly man looks like he could
take any of us out in one fell swoop.
Courtney Isaac, the leaner
of the two officers, explained that
the bike patrol actually arose out of
the personal mountain biking interest of the two.
Officer Gantert of the
Danbury Police Department rigorously trained the Fairfield Security
in accordance with other programs
instituted in major cities across the
U.S.
"Bike Patrols are the perfect bridge between foot patrol and
motorized patrol. It not only provides mobility on a primarily pedestrian campus such as Fairfield,
but it also is a good public relations
tool for the Security, because the
students will be able to relate to the
Bike Patrol first as people, and
only second as law enforcement.
People tend to see the Security
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My Big Mouth
Cotton Briefs and Other Reasons
I Love Fall
Dana Felmlee
Features Editor
Maybe the cold snap las
week was what finally made nu
realize that the summer was in
deed over. Maybe it was the apph
cider display at Finast.
But my usual disap
pointment at the 9 month hiatus o
bare feet and barbecue has not sur
faced this year, in fact, I feel at
intense sense of relief.
At this point in mj
life I have no reason to like sum
mer. Let's face it everyone, it stinks.
First of all, this year's weather was lousy. It rained almost every weekend. But I don't need to remind anyone with beach
rentals of that point.
Secondly, we have to get jobs. At at this stage of the
game the jobs we need are beyond the realm of weekend babysitting.
We either get something that is really great, or we don't get anything.
At which point we begin to doubt our marketability in the job market,
now and ten years from now or ever, for that matter.
I've seen visions of myself at 37, pouring over the Classifieds and watching "All My Children". Let me tell you, I don't look
good in a housedress. And all because I was a no-talent English Major
from a school that was obliterated by ABC. No skills, no job, no life,
nothing.
Or we get a great job, a friendly, well-paying, job! This
happened to me this summer. I was so thrilled with the job that I
honestly did not want to come back to school. Sure, secretarial work
was easy and below my mental capacity, but it was also probably the
best money I'll ever make!
Which brings the average liberal arts major back to the
"where is my pathetic life going I have no real skills" conflict.
So as far as the summer job market goes, you're damned
if you do and damned if you don't.
To say nothing of the classic, "return to the nest" familial
conflicts. I hate my old room with the twin sized bed and bunny
wallpaper! I hate it when my Mom buys me underwear in those pastel
all -cotton brief 3 packs! It's not her fault I know, but it's demeaning.
I hate how my "mature" older boyfriend makes fun of
my bunny wallpaper (He never sees the briefs) and cannot understand
why my parents do not recognize my adulthood. WHY would they cut
off my tuition if I lived in sin with him for the summer? What a genius
huh?
I hate being 20 3/4. If I ever get carded in a bar at home
(because my fake ID is just laughable) I would be mortified. If you're
carded at eighteen it's like—OOps you got me! It was okay, you and
all your friends went and got sloppy in the back of the 7-11. At this age
I just look lame. Everyone else is usually older than me now and I feel
like I ruined the whole night.
And then when you talk to these older friends you realize
that they were English Majors in college too, now they do landscaping.
It's enough to make me sick. Thank God the Summer is
over so that at least for the next 9 months I can delude myself with the
thought that reality isn't that bad. Phooey.

Claire's Clamor

Anything I Say Wheel Be
Held against Me
Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief

Security officers show off their patrol bikes
photo: D. Felmlee
more as individuals than as guys
who want to bust chops when
they're on bikes."
"The biggest problems we have
on campus are not from the students anyway, " says Officer
Santos, " it's the outsiders who
cause most of our problems."
"The key to the bike patrol,"
says Isaac," is that we can just run
the suspect down until they get so
tired that they give up."
"Or we can knock them over."
adds Santos.
"Bike Patrols have proven to
be very successful," Gantert says,"
In Philadelphia, car theft is down
by 33%; Burglary is down by 40%
in Dallas."
Apparently the whole operation was rather inexpensive to

organize too. For Cannons with all
the extra doodads and uniforms
Officer Isaac reported that the
Administration only spent $3000.
The Officers also suggest
strongly that all students have their
bikes registered with the Fairfield
Police so they can be traced if they
are stolen.
"We will be running the
registration this week in Loyola
and it's free. I think this is a good
idea because the bike is then much
easier to trace if it's on file."
Now what will it take to get
some of the more sedentary members of our Security onto the Bike
Patrol? "We try Weight Watchers
first, then move up to the Bike
Patrol." says Santos.
All this and humor, too.

They're lean. They're
mean. They're popping wheelies
and nabbing the bad guys.
They're the bike patrol.
Yes, they're the group
you're all been hearing so much
about lately. Due to the rise of offroad delinquency on campus, the
Security Department has developed the pedal police to keep up
with the rolling changes in the
crime wave.
They're the bike patrol.
I try to picture one of these
helmeted defenders ofjustice speed
by and immediately a scene from
the Wizard of Oz pops into my
head. You know, the part when the
Wicked Witch pedal furiously past
Dorothy's bedroom window. I
want to duck in case a flying house
isn't too far behind. I mean, what
are they going to do when they
collar a crook? Toss him in the
basket on their handlebars and
pedal him off to jail?

They're the bike patrol.
It could work, though.
After all, they're not maneuvering
tricycles across the quad. They're
equipped with the finest mountain
bikes money can buy. With flashy
water bottles to match. Talk about
tuition dollars at work. They didn't
spend it all on those new squad
cars, you know.
They're the bike patrol.
The next time I put in a late
night of... studying, I'll be sure to
call for a squad bike to escort me
home. Maybe they'll let me ring
the bell.
They're the bike patrol.
But seriously, you have to
give them credit. Now they can
keep up with those preppy dirtbags
who try to cut across Campion
Field with an open container of
Jolt. So show some respect when
one of them pulls up next to you.
They're easy to spot: they have a
playing card clothespinned to their
spokes. After all, they're not playing around.
They're the bike patrol.
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To Your Health...

Wellness:

Forget Jenny Craig; This is a REAL Diet
Kathi Sorcinelli
Staff Writer
Jen, after a life of abusing herself, decided she wanted to be
healthy.
One morning she threw out a
new pack of cigarettes, swore off
coffee, and tried to run three miles.
For breakfast she ate an apple instead of her usual pancakes. She
ate raw vegetables and a rice cake
for lunch. But by dinner she was
starved, injured, and out $2.50.
Frustrated she ate fries, chips, and
ice cream, bought cigarettes, then
took off for the Grape.
Now Jen believes good health
makes her feel lousy and vows
never to be well again.
When you practice good health
habits, you will feel better. But if
you try to achieve optimum health
in one day, you ,11 feel as lousy as
Jen did. And a practice that appears healthy, such as eating only
vegetables and a rice cake is not
really what it seems.
The following guidelines for a
healthy diet are taken from the
University of California. Berkeley
Wellness Encyclopedia. If you
need to make drastic changes, do
so slowly.
1. Keep total fat intake at or
below 30%.
"Thirty percent" may not mean a
whole lot to you. Should you eat
thirty percent of your food portion
so you don't exceed the limit? No!
But you can use a formula to find
out how many grams of fat are in
thirty percent of calories. Take the
total number of calories you consume. Find 30%. Divide by 9.
Sound like a lot? One ounce of
cheese has lOg of fat. One cup of
whole milk has 8g. Two tablespoons of a creamy dressing has
16g. One tablespoon of butter has
11*
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2. Keep cholesterol intake at 300
milligrams per day or less.
Right now cholesterol is probably
not your top priority. If you control saturated fat, you will control
cholesterol. Saturated fat influences cholesterol levels more than
dietary cholesterol. Saturated fat
is found in animal products and
tropical vegetable oils, such as
coconut or palm oil.

By dinner she
was starved, injured and out
$2.50
3. Eat a diet high in complex
carbohydrates.
Eat five or more servings of a
combination of vegetables and
fruits, six or more servings of
whole grains or legumes daily. A
salad with iceberg lettuce, croutons, a few pieces of tomato, and a
creamy dressing will do nothing
for you. Include fruits and vegetables that are yellow, orange, and
dark leafy greens.
4. Maintain a moderate protein
intake.
Protein should make up 12 percent
of total daily calories. Here is
another percentage that might not
mean anything to you. Just try to
eat low fat sources of protein.
Minimize the proteins high in fat.
Low fat sources of protein include
skinless chicken, tuna in water,
low fat cheese, and low fat milk.
5. Eat a variety of foods.
Variety is hard to come by in college. Sometimes students have a

diet that consists largely of pasta,
pizza, and peanut butter. Find and
eat a variety of foods so that you
can get the essential vitamins you
need.
6. Avoid too much sugar.
Sugar lifts then drops your energy
level. A lot of sugar may lower
your immune system. Drinking
coke every hour and a half won't
help you in the long run.
7. Limit sodium intake to no
more than 2,400 milligrams per
day.
Keeping the guideline in mind, read
labels and don't use table salt.
8. Maintain an adequate calcium intake.
You've seen the milk commercials. You need calcium to keep
your teeth and bones strong.
Choose low fat sources such as
skim milk and low fat yogurt.
9. Get vitamins and minerals
from foods, not supplements.
You can't eat frozen yogurt for
lunch and dinner then take supplements for nutrition. Get nutrition
from a variety of foods.
10. Maintain a desirable weight.
"Desirable" does not mean emaciated. If you are starving yourself,
yes you can be too thin.
11. If you drink, do so in moderation.
Drink no more than one ounce of
pure alcohol per day. This is
equivalent to two twelve ounce
beers. This is not to say you should
save up your alcohol limits and
drink six beers on Friday and Saturday night. Excessive alcohol
can lead to health problems. Alcohol also adds empty calories.

By Susan Kolcun
Our Attitude
"To Hook or Not To Hook"
Situation:
Once again, you find yourself at a party, and once again you find yourself indulging in the famed
elixir, the ambrosia of college students nationwide (a.k.a. alcohol). As you mingle through a crowd of
fellow colleagues, you spot your roommate's boyfriend/girlfriend. Despite the fact that your roommate is
conveniently gone for the weekend, you take it upon yourself (out of the kindness of your heart and your
impeccable upbringing ) to go over and talk to him/her. However, whether it's due to the fact that you
both are feeling "happy" or just because you both get along well, you find a mutual attraction arising.
The question is, what do you do???
Do you:
A. Keep drinking until everyone, especially this person, ends up looking like the "before" picture in a
cosmetic surgery ad — this way, there is no attraction and you can go on your merry way.
B.

Take the goody two shoes approach and walk away.

C.

Hang out for a little while, flirting here and there, but POSITIVELY going no further than words.

Not Just for Nerds Anymore!
Kathi Sorcinelli
Staff Writer
" I think it's really stupid.
Wellness means physically and
mentally healthy I guess. But it's
not even a word so who knows,"
says senior Kathy Kehoe.
Perhaps you feel the same as
Kathy. Maybe you defined the
word because you know it's not in
the dictionary. Wellness means
boring. Well people completely
abstain from alcohol, count calories, eat whole grains, and give up
red meat.
Actually wellness won't restrict your lifestyle. Throughout
your life you made decisions to be
well. You sleep because you know
you will not function if you do
not. You take study breaks so
you can clear your mind. You
choose to spend time with friends
because they make you happy.
According to Barry Vesciglio,
Substance Abuse Counselor at the
Health Center, "Wellness is taking responsibility for one's own
personal health by learning how
to stay healthy, practicing good
health habits, and giving up harmful ones. Wellness is responding
to your body's warning signs
before something happens." The
term involves the body, mind, and
soul. So when you sleep, relax,
and socialize, you respond to the
needs of your body, mind, and
soul.
When you take care of yourself, you prevent illness. "In addition, wellness represents something to strive toward—the optimum state of health and wellbeing that each individual is capable of achieving, given his or
her own set of circumstances,"
according to the University of
California. Berkeley Wellness
Encyclopedia.
Now the wellness definition
might threaten you. You might
think that "optimum health"
means no cookie dough ice cream.
But you can include your favorite
foods in a healthy lifestyle. If you
were to abstain from everything
you liked, you would not be living well.
Is wellness looking any better? Have you moved the term up
from boring to just useless? Why
bother achieving optimum health?

There are practical reasons for
wellness. Think about how well
you perform in school when you
feel your best physically and mentally. Do you ever think you'll be
happy when something happens?
Do you ever think you' 11 be happy
when a certain class is over?
When you find out if you have a
job? When you lose ten pounds?
Wellness means happiness and
health now. It means living life
to the fullest today.
You cannot change heredity,
environment, sex, or age according to Barry Vesciglio. But he
says, "Wellness is largely determined by your lifestyle. Simply
by exercising properly every other
day, eating and drinking well, not
smoking or misusing drugs, you
can raise your mental and emotional efficiency 20-50%, increase your energy 50-200% and
greatly reduce your risk of ill
health."
If you think that you might
like to be happier and more efficient, follow these wellness tips
from Barry Vesciglio.
1. Diet. Eat properly. Follow the
tips recommended in this issue of
the Mirror.
2. Exercise. Most physicians
recommend at least 30 minutes
of cardiovascular exercise three
or four times per week.
3. Relax. There is always time to
do something you like to do.
Read a magazine, take a walk, or
call a friend.
4. Manage stress. Set realistic
goals, plan ahead, improve your
environment, learn to relax, and
seek professional help when necessary.
5. Break bad habits. Don't
abuse foreign substances. Don't
smoke. Drink responsibly.
6. Improve attitude and selfesteem. Accept your strengths
and weaknesses. Set realistic
goals. Take time alone to reflect
on your life. Avoid people with
negative attitudes. Get involved
with activities you enjoy. Trust
your feelings and act on them.
Encourage yourself. Respect
yourself. Appreciate your own
uniqueness.
Wellness doesn't have to be
stupid, boring, or useless. You
can follow these guidelines to
lead a happy and productive life.

D.
Take complete and total advantage of the situation by using the old , "I'm scared to sleep in my
room alone" story and see what happens from there.
Here's what 100 of Fairfield's Finest said:
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MJ/ Mom, she +hmk$ dll I ever do if go
+hrou<?K pteifftf* '^ changed your major
again P A/ow /+j> fr/mfe Pance fa^FW^H
are you going +o come to /our fen/e; and
picK Something feMi'ble ? (tfgM IVelJ, I
guetf iff juft another pjafe.'fo jWd her,
'Give me a treak Ma. I t^eah I kept the
fame phone company a//-£ur year/.1..
SKe waj impretfed"

o matter what phase of college life you're in,
AT&T can help you through it. Just choose AT&T
Long Distance. And you'll become a member
of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a line of products and services designed specifically to meet your needs while you're
in college.
Our Reach Out* Plans can save you money on AT&T Long
Distance, no matter when and where you call. Call Manager

will separate your AT&T Long Distance calls from those
your roommates make. The AT&T Calling Card lets you
call from almost anywhere to anywhere. Also, when
you sign up for AT&T, your first call is free**
And with AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long distance service.
So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You too, will
be impressed.

Tb sign up for AKT Student Saver Plus, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 848.
© 1992 ATST. 'This service may not be available in residence halls on your campus Must have true touch tone telephone and service. "You'll receive one (3 ATST LD Certificate equivalent to 22 minutes
of dimrt-dialed, coast-KKntst, night tad weetend calling based en ram effective ftf&fll. feu could get more or fewer minutes depending on where or when you call Offer limited 10 one certificate per student.

AT&T

Editorial/Commentary
w
Take a Stand... Take a Seat
Parking Problems
8 /Thursday, October 1, 1992

At last count there were significantly more students than administrators and faculty attending Fairfield U. So why is it that at any event promoting or celebrating the good deeds of the University, only a handful
of the 4,044 undergraduates show up?
Let's take the recent Academic Convocation, for
instance. Not counting the Gl ee Club, which partici pated
in the ceremony, there were maybe 30 Fairfield U.
students in the audience.
Where was everyone? Don't blame the students,
although that's usually the first place people look to
point the finger. Only a select few were invited. Of
course, the administration followed the customary procedure of informing the rest of the students about the
event. Unfortunately, that customary procedure consists of posting an inconspicuous - they prefer the term
"humble" - bulletin on the door of the faculty lounge.
Didn't you see it?
Don't worry. Your seats were filled by every
member of the faculty that was ever employed by the
University and other "invited guests." They all seemed
to enjoy your refreshments afterwards.
They also liked the ceremony, which conferred
Jubilee Medals on six honorees: al 1 men, who formerly
had high positions at Fairfield U, like the Chairman of
the Board of Trustees, or presently have high status in
society, such as the President of the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York. The fact that a bank president won a
" Jubi 1 ee" Meda 1 proves that money can indeed buy nappi ness.
The medal ceremony was f ol 1 owed by two speeches.
The second addressed the role of the Jesuits in the
University community. The first, however, was by the
President of BrynMawr College, a woman and a feminist
- cheers to the administration for allowing such an alternate viewpoint. Her speech attempted to predict the
future of the University over the next 50 years - the
career 1 ifespan of today's students. It was an interesting perspective on the future for students. Too bad only
about 30 students appreciated i t. The rest of the campus
was at Seller's waiting for table scraps left over from
the reception.
How are the students supposed to reach the destinations the University sets for them if they are not
invited to hear the directions?
Students, ask yourselves what the residents of
Fairfield were doing in your seats during the convocation. Take a stand to be informed about what's going on
at your University. Or take a back seat while the University decides your future behind closed doors.
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Campus
If security issues any more tickets, they can all go on Spring Break.
James L. Iannone
Staff Writer
Last year the thing I wanted most at Fairfield was my car. Up at Dolan, anyone who happened
to find a loophole in the moratorium on Freshmen having a car was the second coming of Christ. Over
the summer I began to have grand delusions about whisking hoards of bodacious Freshmen girls to the
beach and, well, you get the picture.
Well, I've had my car up here for 20 days now and the buzz is gone. The only "hoard" I've had
in my car consisted of nine filthy, sweaty, reeking members of my flag football team. Having a car means
driving an hour and a half to end up at Subway because no one could decide where to eat.
Of course all of this was to be expected.
What really has irked me the most is Fairfield University' s attempt to pander extra money from
unsuspecting students who have their cars up here for the first time (If you live in Gonzage or Loyola
and have a car you already know what I'm getting at).
The second or third day back, I dutifully registered my car. I was handed a "quad" parking
sticker and a pamphlet about parking and traffic regulations on campus. I read the pamphlet and went
on with my life. Three days later I found a parking ticket on my windshield with an envelope asking for
a $15 donation to the Security's Dunkin Donuts fund.
Irately, I went to the security department and asked for a justification for the ticket since I did
not park in the lot directly behind Gonzaga. Instead, I parked in the furthest lot behind Gonzaga since
there were no signs denoting it for any other purpose.
The lady at the information desk instructed me that where I parked was strictly for commuters.
At that moment a Fairfield security officer walked into the office and overheard our converstaion. He
whipped out a map that resembled a "Where's Waldo" poster and showed me that Lot E was clearly
denoted a commuter lot.
I asked him why there were no signs saying that this lot was a commuter lot. He condescendingly explained to me that they did not need to put up signs. "You have been given a map of where you
could park and did not obey." My arguments fell on deaf ears.
It is kind of ridiculous that the only three parking lots I am allowed to park in are behind Regis
and Jogues. Obviously I am not thrilled with parking in a different zip code when there is an empty lot
behind my dorm. However, convenience is not the only issue here. I certainly do not like leaving my car
in a place where it is inaccessible. It encourages vandalism and theft. It also is a security risk. Walking
late at night from Jogues parking lot to Gonzaga with packages is just asking for trouble.
It really angers me that Fairfield has found another way to milk their students for more money
as if the general university fee and the dorm programming fee aren't enough. The school can certainly
afford to place a sign in the "commuter parking lot" designating it as such. There is only one explanation
for their inaction; the school is making a fortune of ticketing unsuspecting quad residents who foolishly
assume that a "quad" parking sticker means that you can park anywhere in the quad.
I am appealing this ticket; Fairfield security will have to buy their doughnuts with their own
money — at least until I lose my appeal.

On The Soapbox
What a Resident Advisor Really does.
Ursula Hennigan
Chrissy Ahern
Guest Columnists
You arrive. You unload. You set up. You decorate. You make your bed. You chit-chat with
your neighbors. You discuss the evening' s festivities... but the one unmistakable obstacle that is keeping you and your friends from your hedonistic returning rituals ... the one thing that is keeping you
from yanking out from the archives your trustworthy and most comfortable pair of beergoggles is the
sign on the wall announcing "MANDATORY FLOOR MEETING: 7:00 IN THE LOUNGE."
It's the meeting you can't miss for fear of being the one face missing from the crowd which
would inevitably turn into the one face standing out from the crowd. It's the meeting you can't miss
because your parents have reminded you 1,000 times with each trip to unload the car that you must
not forget to attend.
Who dares infringe on your climactic return to Fairfield?
They dwell in the residence halls. They lurk through the hallways, and just when you think
you' ve escaped them as juniors and seniors, a sick joke flows viciously through the grapevine. They've
placed one in the townhouses! This news barely sinking in you find yourself face to face with a wideeyed eager freshman who asks, "What is an R.A. anyway?"
Allow us to introduce ourselves. We are two among the few and proud. It's true, we do insist
you come to our meeting, but it's not intentionally to subdue the anarchistic tendencies that we've
encountered many a night.
Our meetings, like our programs, are planned to give you a better understanding of the people
you live with and the various roles they may play in your life. Although some choose to view us as the
"party police" and withdraw when we come knocking on their doors, there are others who have chosen
to let us in and have hopefully come to find that we, like themselves, also are sons or daughters, brothers
or sisters, students, athletes, bookworms, dieters, chocoholics, and potentially good friends.
Our time has been willingly sacrificed to make your stay at Hotel Fairfield that much more
accommodating. We understand that you are often put in places you don't want to be. We know that
you are sometimes placed with people you don't care to see. We know that sometimes you are involved
in situations you'd rather not confront.
We know because we've been there.
We are here to try and make those places more livable, those people more bearable and those
sticky situations surmountable. The time that we give to our jobs is time that we've chosen to give to
you.
We may not speak for our whole staff but we know we speak for some when we say that our
time is well spent.
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How the Landscape of Fairfield Evolved
Jennifer Musiilo
Staff Writer
"I remember walking
through the virgin forest, up the
road towards Bellarmine... and I just
knew." Although these words
could have easily been spoken by
any of the students who havepassed
through the gates of Fairfield University, these are the first memories that former Professor Carmen
Donnarumma has of the school.
In 1942, the New England Province of the Society of
Jesus purchased two adjoining
estates in Fairfield County for
$62,500. The property consisted
of 104 acres and a 44-room mansion named Hearthstone Hall that
was completed in 1920. The
mansion was soon renamed St.
Robert Bellarmine Hall, aftera 16th
century Italian theologian and Jesuit cardinal. The same year, Fairfield College Preparatory School
opened classes in a four-year program. Five years later, the school
would admit 303 students — high
school graduates and veterans of
the war — as the first class to pass
through the University. Carmen
Donnarumma was among the first
educators; he, like the students at
the University, was looking to find
a place in the world. "We were the
pioneers. We were good, and we
just wanted to prove to everyone
else that we were good." He remebers the first years fondly, and
can find no other way to explain
the mood on-campus, except that it
was a family. The veterans' wives
were often invited to campus ac-

Bellarmine Hall as it appears
tivities, which further encouraged
the "family" feeling. Often, the
veterans and their families lived
by campus, many in beach houses,
which foreshadowed the present
tradition. The other half of the
class were fresh out of high school,
also wanting to make an impression on the world, and found the
family atmosphere a comforting
place in which to do so.
At this time, Reverend
James H. Dolan, S.J. was the president of the University, and Fairfield merely consisted of Bellarmine Hall as a Jesuit Residence,
the Prep buildings McAuliffe Hall
and Berchmans Hall, t: s Playhouse, the Institute for Human Developmental Research, and Xavier
Hall. In 1949, the first summer
undergraduate classes were offered, and the following year, the
Graduate School was coeducational. Women would not be
admitted into the University's
undergraduate program for another

today.
Photo: K.Guterl
twenty years.
The college changed in
1951. The tuition went up to $250
per semester, with a $25 commencement fee—for this was the first
year that graduation exercises took
place. The Honorable J. Howard
McGrath was the keynote speaker.
It was also the first year the students put out The Manor, the University yearbook. And, 1951 was
the last year the Reverend Dolan
served as University President.
Four years later, the student literary magazine, New Frontiers, emerged, and the University
acquired Loyola Hall. This building served as the first residence
hall, and contained the chapel, the
infirmary, administrative offices,
and faculty offices. Gonzaga Hall
and Canisius Hall were built two
years later. Gonzaga housed both
students and Jesuits, and contained
an auditorium and faculty offices.
Alumni Hall was built in
1959, and the third residence hall

was built in 1962. Campion also
had administrative and faculty offices. Over the next five years, the
school's tuition increased to $400
per semester, with a $450 room
and board fee per semester. Regis
Hall, Northwest Hall (known as
Jogues now), Nyselius Library,
and the Campus Center were constructed, the literary magazine
became simply Frontiers, and the
Graduated School of Corporate
and Political Communication
opened. 1968 also marked the last
time Education was offered as a
major, and three students were in
the program.
Life changed drastically
in 1970, when the University
undergraduate program first admitted women. The original idea
was suggested by President William Mclnnes six years earlier,
and in 1967, a poll was conducted
by the Stag (which was first called
The Tentative, the The Fulcrum,
and we now know it as The Mirror.) It showed that the majority
of the students opposed the admittance of females into the School of
Arts and Sciences. However, the
integration took place. There were
1879 undergraduate men and 234
undergraduate women. The same
year, the undergraduate School of
Nursing opened for 20 students;
Bannow Science Center, the Central Utility Facility and Southeast
I Hall (Kostka) were built. Tuition was up to $ 1100 per semester,
and room and board was $600 per
semester.
The following year the
Center for Lifetime Learning

opened, Southeast II Hall (Claver)
was built, and the first class with
women graduated. Throughout the
remainderof the seventies, acouple
more buildings were constructed:
School of Nursing (1977) and the
Recreational Complex (1979).
During this time, the School of
Business was also established
(1978), as was the School of Continuing Education (1979).
The Faculty Office Building and Townhouse blocks one
through seven became part of the
campus in the next two years, and
the literary magazine was renamed
Genesis.
The campus still experienced many alterations throughout the eighties. Townhouse blocks
eight through ten were built in 1984
and blocks eleven through fifteen
became part of campus in 1987.
1989 marked another year of
change: the literary magazine became known as The Sound, the
Regina A. Quick Center for the
Arts was built, and the University
acquired the Sisters of Notre Dame
de Namur property of North Campus.
The following year this
would become Dolan campus, and
the addition of this land would be
complimented by the construction
of the Egan Chapel of St. Ignatius
Loyola on main campus. The same
year, the Graduate School of Communication closed.
Regardless of the changes
on campus throughout the fifty
years, one thing remained the same:
for Carmen Donnarumma: a sense
of family.

Freshman Inundate Fairfield: A Campus Reacts
Jim Bodor
Managing Editor
The arrival of a freshman
class of 862 students has forced
administrators and faculty to make
a number of sudden adjustments to
accommodate such a large class.
"They asked 100 extra
people to the dance, and they all
said yes," said Dr. Alan Katz.
In past years the size of
an entering class of freshman has
usually fallen between 740 and
770 students. The extra number of
students has led administrators and
faculty to make some sacrifices
and alterations.
The most notable adjustment — besides those regarding
housing, which the Mirror reported
last week—came from the Office
of the Registrar. A number of
introductory courses were added
to the usual number of course offerings, including eight english
courses, two biology courses, five
modern language courses, one
philosophy course, and two religion courses. Also, a few professors canceled upper level courses
— three in the philosophy department, for instance — to free time
to teach introductory courses.
"We did this," said Registrar Robert Russo, "because we

felt it was important to keep the
maximum, in English, at 20 students per class, because it' s a basic
course that's used in t>\\ other
courses."
The same reason motivated the changes in the number of
language and biology combes. The
maximum number of students allowed in one language course is
22, in biology, 45.
In the english d( ailment
these changes led to the hi, ing of 6
new adjunct professors. Two other
professors added one cot se each
to their schedules.
In the philosophy department, however, these chan ges have
made finding an upper 1 vel philosophy course more difficult.
"I think in a way it's too
bad," said Dr. Richard DeWitt,
professor of philosophy, "because
it means slightly larger classes,
but, its better to have too many
than too few...but this does mean a
lot of people didn't have much
choice about upper level ' asses."
Another effect c tie arrival of a larger than normal freshman class is the effect pon the
quality of campus life.
"100 extra students does
decrease the quality of life here a
little. It's more crowded, 'here are
housing problems, extra actions

being created," said Dr. Katz. "So
I don't thing we want to repeat this.
We can' t take an infinite number of
students, I mean when you have
extra kids in the dining hall, for
example, it has an effect."
Seilers, in fact, has also
readied itself for the extra students.
The cafeteria is now open at Dolan
on Sunday nights, and has rearranged employee schedules to better face certain peak times there.
This jump in class size
does not indicate a trend towards
expansion at Fairfield, however.
"This was kind of a blip
year," said Russo. "Hopefully it
was a one time thing."

David Flynn, Dean of
Admissions, agreed. "We're not
anticipating that we'll have this
many next year, I would assume
we would like to get back to a class
size of 750 to 770," he said.
Flynn pointed to a number of outside factors as reasons
why so many students chose to
attend Fairfield, including economic factors, the school's competitiveness, location, size, and
other variables.
"We develop a formula
that takes into account the outside
factors, both positive and negative, and use that to decide who to
accept," he said.

Some Facts About the Freshmen
- of 4809 applications, 3200 were accepted. 862 chose to attend
Fairfield.
- 32% of all applicants ranked in the top 10% of their high
school class.
- 28 states are represented in the class of 1996, in addition to the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, and five foreign
countries.
- 27 students were editors of their high school yearbooks.
- 15 students were editors of their high school newspapers.
- 22 were National Merit Scholarship finalists.
- 24 received some type of Book Award in high school.
(Statistics provided by the Office of Admissions).

The freshman who chose
Fairfield could not point to one
single factor that influenced their
decisions.
"It has a good reputation,
some of my friends are already
here, and I liked it when I visited
it," said Liana Bicchieri, a freshman from Long Island.
"I came to Fairfield because, out of all the schools I applied to I thought it was the best, it
was close to home, but not too
close, and also it jumped in Barren's recently," said Parker Santalucia, a freshman from Connecticut
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A Note From the Editor...
Welcome to the Fairfield Extra, a new addition to the Mirror which will appear every other
Thursday. I hope that the quality of the first issue,
and the enthusiasm of the Extra staff will attract you
to the section each time it is published.
The goal of the Extra is not simply to repeat
what has already been written in the Mirror. Rather,
we hope to expand into new journalistic territory,
and establish a tradition that will last for years to
come at Fairfield University.
The Extra takes the motto "Where National
News Hits Home" as its theme. Most, though not
all, of the articles in the Extra will attempt to
localize a national story, to relate the stories that
dominate national headlines to life at Fairfield University.
For instance, for this issue, we searched out
and interviewed sophomore Eileen Immer, of Coconut Grove, Florida. In August, Hurricane Andrew attacked her home town. In this issue, she describes the effect of the Hurricane and the quality of
the relief efforts now being coordinated. In another
story, we take a sojourn into the past, and paint a
portrait of Fairfield University in 1947, when students first arrived on campus. Most will agree the
changes since then have been dramatic.
As the year progresses, the Fairfield Extra
will pursue more stories in this vein. In the next
issue you can expect articles about racial tension at
Fairfield six months after the Rodney King riots, the
little discussed invasion of privacy in the form of
threatening phone calls, young voters views towards politics, and the upcoming election. Till then,
enjoy.
-Jim Bodor

Extra

The Fairfield Mirror

Craw: At Work with Wild Animals
Elizabeth Hughes
Staff Writer
Have you ever held a sand
shark in your arms, or fed a baby
seal, or hunted for animals off the
coast of Rhode Island? Junior Chris
Craw has. "It is an experience that
will leave you in a state of absolute
awe and amazement," he said.
Craw participated in an
independent study program at the
Maritime Center in Norwalk.
Aiming for a career in Marine Biology, Chris became involved in
the program with the help of Dr.
Diane Brousseau. The program
ran during second semester of last
year. At the end of the program
Chris earned academic credits
toward his degree in a field that is
not currently offered at Fairfield.
Located in the heart of
Norwalk, the Maritime Center includes more than twenty aquariums, a maritime history museum,
and is home to more than one
hundred and twenty five species of
marine life in recreated Long Island Sound habitats. Also found in
the center are a variety of sailing
and power boats and an active boatbuilding center.
After an extensive training program, Chris was given the
title of dietary manager. His duties
included feeding sharks and seals,
preparing the food, testing pH level
of the tanks, regulating the medicine, and transferring many species members throughout the center.
During his study, Chris
was able to experience firsthand

Junior Chris Craw
how to establish a stable environment for marine life. Through the
use of instruments such as a saline
meter, Chris learned to respect the
fragile ecosystem in which marine
species live and understand how
living creatures are at the mercy of
the environment.
While working as dietary
manager, Chris was exposed to the
"true" feeding of various nine foot
sharks, including sand tiger sharks,
smooth dog sharks and coral reef
sharks, all enclosed in a 110,000
gallon tank. His first observation
was that the sharks were not worked
up into a frenzy during the feeding
process as many people seem to
believe. Rather, the sharks are
calm enough to allow scuba divers
to enter the tank for various reasons.

Photo: K.Guterl
Also working as dietary
managerfor the seal habitats, Chris
was amazed at the intelligence this
particular species possessed.
When considering the
overall experience of his exposure
to the marine life environment,
Chris explained that the most influential thing to him personally
was his time spent on the RIV
Oceanic, the Maritime Center's
research vessel. Chris used the
processes of dredging and netting
to collect animals for the center.
As a result of his independent study, Chris decided to
join the scuba class offered at Fairfield and is now a certified scuba
diver. Perhaps he will be among
the next brave souls to enter the
tank with the vast array of sharks
and deep ocean creatures.

Extra
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An ff yf ffl Qpinion
School Must Balance Basketball and Academics
Joe Lennert
Staff Writer
Basketball is a common
link shared by just about every junior college, college, and university
in the United States. The game
itself is the same wherever you go,
but the level on which it is played
varies greatly. In the history of
college basketball, certain institutions have developed powerful
basketball programs.
Fairfield University is not
one of them.
The previous statement is
not made to belittle, deride, or
offend the basketball program, but
certain facts are outstanding . In
the past twenty years, the compiled win/loss record is 264-291, a
.475 average. If you eliminate four
standout seasons — '72-'73, '73'74, '77-'78 and '85-*86 — the
record is 183-261, a .413 average.
Certainly by no means an impressive statistic.
The team has enjoyed
some success, however. They won
MAAC Championships in '86 and
'87, and entrance into the NCAA
Tournament in both those seasons.
In 1973, Fairfield made it to the
second round of the National Invitational Tournament, and, in 1974

they followed the performance by
appearing in the NIT again.
Unfortunately, standout
seasons between now and then do
not exist. Going back five years,
the Stags are 41-100, a meager
.290 average.
What, then, has become
of Fairfield basketball? There are
certainly talented players and
coaches here, and one needs to
look only five years back to find a
season that inspires hope.
Perhaps it has nothing to
do with the players and coaches
here. Perhaps instead it has to do
with other basketball programs that
have risen to the top, becoming
dominant in their conferences and
beyond.
Certain teams like LaSalle, the University of Connecticut and Seton Hall belong to this
category.
Fairfield played LaSalle
thirteen times in the past five years,
losing all thirteen times by an
average margin of 20.7 points.
Similarly, Fairfield played the
University of Connecticut five
times in the past five years, losing
by an average of 27.6 points. And
in 1975, the Stags went up against
the Seton Hall Pirates and
outscored them 91-73. But one

Where is That?
Editor's Note: The photograph below was taken somewhere on
the campus ofFairfield University. Guess the location. The winner will
receive a free Pizzeria Uno pizza from the Stag-her Inn, courtesy of
Managing Editor Jim Bodor. All entries should be dropped in Box AA.
(Mirror staff is not eligable.)

can only surmise what the score
would be if the two teams played
this year.
The point is that some
institutions have allocated more
time and money to sports than
others.
It may not be that Fairfield has gotten worse, it may
simply be that other schools have
gotten better. It seems that Fairfield would rather have a fine academic program and sacrifice athletics than have a dominant athletic program at the risk of compromising academics.
That, however, is a choice
every school faces. Georgetown,
for one, has been able to establish
a strong basketball program and
remains one of the top academic
schools in the country. Many other
schools, as well, have been able to
accomplish both athletic success
and academic respectability, such
as Boston College, and Villanova.
The goal for Fairfield,
then, is to discover how to improve
the basketball program without
disrupting the academic order of
the university. These options need
to be determined and acted upon.
Until these steps are
taken, 8-20 seasons may become
the norm at Fairfield University.
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How Are They Doing in the Polls?
The following are the results of recent polls taken in nearby
and crucial states. (Thanks to Dr. Don Greenberg and
POllBfor the information.)

STATES
Connecticut:

Bush

Clinton

40%

44%

New Hampshire.

33%

44%

New Jersey:

39%

52%

California:
Texas:

36%

57%

40%

42%

Tell Us What You Think of the Fairfield Extra
The Extra staff would like to know what you think of the first edition. All
suggestions, comments, and questions are invited. Drop them in BoxAA,
and let us know how to improve this new section.
T

ONE LARGE
CHEESE PIZZA

FREE SMALL
CHEESE PIZZA

$

7.00

With The Purchase Of Any Large
Pizza With One
Or More...
Cannot Be Combined With
Any Other Offer Or Coupon

Cannot Be Combined With
Any Other Offer Or Coupon
With This Coupon • Expires 11/30/92

With This Coupon • Expires 1I/.10/92

$

TWO LARGE
CHEESE PIZZA

2.00 OFF

ANY LARGE PIZZA

$
Cannot Be Combined With
Any Other Offer Or Coupon
With This Coupon • Expires 11/30/92

12.00

I

Cannot Be Combined With

Delivery

Any Other Offer Or Coupon

With This Coupon • Expires 11/30/92

We Accept Competitors Coupons
GRINDERS

PIZZA
Small
6.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
. 7.75
7.75
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25

Mozzarella
Extra Mozzarella
Sausage
Pepperonl
Meatballs
Peppers
Onions
Bacon
Clams
Fresh Garlic
Olives
Eggplant
Mushrooms
Anchovies
Hot Cherry Peppers
Pineapple

Large
9.00
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
11.00
11.00
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25

3 Cheese: Ricona Giaied Moiroteiia

9.15

12.70

Sliced Tomato
Broccoli
Spinach
Broccoli Special

7.25
7.25
7.25
8.60

10.25
10.25
10.25
11.85

8.25
9.25

11.50
12.75

12.00

15.75

(ftioceol. Gioled Clieeie Sliced lomolo Gallic)

2 Items
3 Hems

Not imiuJ<ng Specially netm

Pizza Works

Meatball
4.00
Sausage
4.00
Meatball & Sausage 4.25
Eggplant Parmlglana 4.25
Chicken Parmlgiana 4.25
Veal Parmigiana.... 4.75
All prices Include lax

Salami & Cheese . . . 4.00
Coldcut Combo
4.25
Ham & Cheese
4.00
Tuna
4.25
Extra Cheese
50
All cold grinders with cheese,
lettuce, tomato & onions

255-0303
JUMBO CALZONES

DINNERS
Spaghetti or Zltl wth sauce
Spaghetti or Ziti wth meatballs
Spaghetti or Ziti wth sausage
Spaghetti or Ziti wth meat sauce
Spaghetti or Ziti wth mushrooms
Lasagna
Slutted Shells
Manicotti
Baked Ziti
Eggplant Parmigiana with spaghetti or ziti
Chicken Parmigiana with spaghetti or ziti
Veal Parmigiana with spaghetti or ziti
All Dinners include Salad & Bread

FAIRFIELD CENTER
1512 Post Road
Fairfield, CT

4.75
5.50
5.50
5.50
6.50
6.75
6.50
6.50
5.50
5.75
8.75
9.75

Ricotta 8t Mozzarella
Broccoli. Ricotta 8i Mozzarella
Spinach. Ricotta & Mozzarella
Ham, Ricotta 8i Mozzarella
Meatball 8i Mozzarella
Mushroom 8i Mozzarella
Sausage & Mozzarella
Pepperoni & Mozzarella
Bacon 8i Mozzarella
Eggplant 8i Mozzarella
Extra Item
Sauce on the side

6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
7.00
6.50
100
50

ISauuiQt) Pepperoni. Mealbolit Bocon. Peppea Onions. Mujfiiooms)

HOURS

EXTRAS
Small Salad
Antlpasto
Large Salad
Soda

1 60
5.50
4.25
^..... 1.50
(Coke. Sprite. Sunklsl. Diet Coke)
O
2 Liters 2.50

Chips... .55
Side of Meatballs .. .
Side of Sausage
Garlic Bread
Garlic Bread .«*•»•..

1.50
1.90
100
1.75

Can
1 Liter
2 Liter

^^^T"TTT^^^

75
1.50
2.50

Monday thru Thursday 11:00 AM - 11:00 PM
Friday & Saturday 11:00 AM - 12 Midnight
Sunday 11:00 AM 11:00 PM
AM prices include fax
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An Extra Interview

Bodor's
Bravura
Caught in Hurricane Andrew Let Us Now Praise Hairy Men
Jennifer Dowd
Staff Writer

truly comes forth at times like this.
The bad is that some people are
taking advantage of the crises, but
others are supporting one another
and pulling together."
President Bush responded
by sending troops with food and
supplies while offering unlimited
funds to aid in the reconstruction
of Miami and surrounding cities.
The military has enacted a curfew
from 7:00pm to 7:00am in hopes
that crime will be kept to a minimum.
President Bush has been
criticized for his slow response to
this crisis and the reports continued that relief efforts weren't received soon enough. Bush holds
steadfast to claim, "I am satisfied
that we responded properly, and I
am very confident that the military
have conducted their mission so
far with beautiful planning and now
excellent execution."
Fairfield students have
acknowledged this cataclysmic
occurrence and showed their concern for Immer and those affected
by this devastating storm. "I was
impressed when I arrived at school,
my friends were very concerned
for me." said Immer. "I understand that it's difficult for people
who live so far from Florida to
comprehend the complete destruction of cities and people's homes,
but everyone here is taking the
issue seriously."
***If any students would like to
make a contribution to Hurricane
Andrew relief efforts, please contact Father Carrier at Campus
Ministry, x2550.

Most Fairfield University
students reside in the northeast,
removed from the danger of Hurricane Andrew and its aftermath.
Sophomore Eileen Immer, however, is a resident of Coconut
Grove, Florida, approximately 15
miles from Homestead, Florida,
where the storm hit the strongest.
Sophomore Eileen Immer.
"The damage is incomprehensible
Photo: K.Guterl
unless you see it," she said. "The erty damage which is hardly worth
only way to get some perspective mentioning compared to the damon this is to take all the news cov- age that our friends and neighbors
erage and magnify it by a hundred experienced. We lost power for
times."
two weeks and had no water for
On the morning of Au- only one day, but our neighbors
gust 23 authorities ordered over still have no power today and some
one million people to leave their have no phone services yet."
homes in southern Florida in what
Immer described the dewas believed to be the largest struction further: "When I spoke
evacuation in U.S. history. By with friends afterwards, they told
7:30 that night, officials could no me they huddled in closets for
longer provide evacuation assis- protection and some were lucky
tance to those who were in need enough to escape from their homes
since all its resources had been before they collapsed. There were
exhausted. Residents who had boats in back yards, people's bechosen to remain in their homes, or longings were found miles away
had no other alternative, formed form their homes, even dead fish
lines at every grocery and conven- were found in bedrooms."
ience store to stock up on bottled
The catastrophic damage
water, food supplies, batteries, and that Hurricane Andrew left behind
plywood to board up windows.
exposed the strengths and weakAfter the 150 mile winds nesses of our nation's people. The
ripped through South Florida early New York Times reported that a
the next morning, attempts to brace black market in scarce food and
against Mother Nature's fury water has sprung up in South Florseemed futile. Homestead, Flor- ida and looting and robberies sky
ida, was ravaged and described as rocketed throughout the demola "ghost town". Houses and build- ished cities.
ings were leveled. Areas of Dade
According to Immer,
County known for their rain for- "The good and the bad in people
est-like landscape were totally
wiped out. Major corporations,
including Burger King's corporate
- 12 people died in Florida, 3 in the Bahamas.
headquarters in Miami, had been
- 700 people were injured.
reduced to rubble. Many government offices and properties were
rendered non-functional. An esti- damage has been estimated at $15 billion.
mated 250,00 people were left
- 50,000 people are without homes.
homeless due to Hurricane Andrew and President Bush said, "It
- 90 percent of the buildings in Homestead and
might be the worst natural disaster
Florida City were destroyed.
in the nation's history."
three
million homes lacked electricity at the peak of
"I wasn't as frightened
the
storm
by the warnings as I should have
been, because as a Florida resident1
- 2,200 National Guard troops were sent to South
I've grown up with storm warnFlorida
ings every year," said Immer.
- 35 people were arrested in the first day after the
Immer grew frightened after the
storm hit, however. Her home
storm.
survived without extensive damage, but, she said, "I could hear the
-100 rare birds at the Metrozoo are either missing or
house rattling and twisting under
dead.
the pressure of the winds. Our
(Statistics provided by the New York Times.)
louse only suffered minor prop-

In the Wake of Hurricane Andrew:

Jim Bodor
Managing Editor
Gentleman, can you relate to this: you rise from bed just
before class and saunter to the
bathroom, feeling greasy and a bit I
smelly, turn on the bathroom light,
peer into the mirror, and find, much
to your chagrin, a growth of hair i
upon your face which requires only \
one thing, namely, a shave.
"My God," you think. "I [^
just shaved yesterday. I bet Al Kelly doesn't have this problem."
And so you wet down your face, and lather it up, and crack out
a new Gillete Sensor which cost more than dinner at Tommy's and gear
up for the painful exercise known as shaving. Then you grimace and
groan and gasp and hope that this time, just this once, you won't cut your
chin or cheek or you lower neck or that area just below your nose.
But, of course, you do. Then the blood comes.
And it is the blood really, that is the worst part.' The blood drips
out like water and finds its way down your face and across your neck and
over your lips — and no matter how much tissue you use there's always
more blood, always more blood, which stains your shirt and leaves large
drops on the bathroom floor, the size of which lead others to wonder if
really you had been considering suicideI've gotten off the track. What is the point of this, really? Ah
yes, I remember:
Given that all males agree that shaving is a most unpleasant act
of masochism which we only perform because women and society
demand we do, isn't it time we rebel against this tradition? Oh sure, a
brave few have done just that—and grown beards which they wear with
the pride of Romans. But the rebellion of a few is never as powerful as
the revolt of many.
So let us all revolt, as a group, let us all refuse to shave, and soon,
we will all look like Jon Orman (wolfman he is) or Don Greenberg or
Alan Katz or Paul Lakeland or Drew Griffin (he of long, molded beard).
Yes, that's the point! Let's all start now, this very minute, by
refusing to shave, refusing, even, to think about shaving. By the end of
October we'd look like a campus of orthodox Jews, or of old wise men
—with beards stretching over our shoulders, past our waists, down to our
toes, even. Curly beards, long straight beards, blonde beards, we'd be a
campus of lumberjacks, northeastern vikings of the modern day: We
Have Nothing to Lose But Our Chains, We Have Nothing to Share But
Our Misery!
My enthusiasm carries me too far. What benefit would such a
mass rebellion have, you ask. All the great rebellions gained something
for the rebels — bread for the peasants, votes for the leaders...What will
we get out of it?
Well, I argue that if we all grew beards we wouldn't have to
worry about this men's movement thing, to begin with. A hairier man
is a manlier man — so no more crying over the abuses of our fathers, or
any of this get in touch with our emotions baloney. And a hairier man
is a warmer man, which is sure to attract more women come winter time.
But, most importantly, some of the greatest men of history wore long and
sometimes unruly beards: Freud, Hemingway, Tolstoy (because Russia
is so damn cold), Socrates, Nostradamus, even Jesus Christ himself.
So why not the men of Fairfield? I think the time has come. We
have nothing to lose but our razors.

The Extra Political Cartoon
of the Week
Each week we will publish a political cartoon we find particularly funny or memborable. -Jim Bodor.
D>«tnOut»d By Trtbun* M**« STVICM

.M(KE;S
FRIED CHOLESTEROL OIL

CHICKEN fr SEAFOOD

SOUTHERN

FRIED CHICKEN

NORTH OF THE MASON/DIXON LINE!
You can be in nnd out in a very few minutes —
with food that tastes like it took hours.
Chicken Dinners include potatoes, gravy, cole slaw A roll

10% OFF ANY MEAL
W/STUDENT I.D.
FREE DELIVERY

Catering Service Available

2938 FAIRFIELD AVENUE • BLACK ROCK
(Diagonal from Blackrock Castle)
335-9996

Attention Seniors: You can nominate individuals to receive honorary degrees at
graduation. Forms can be picked up at
the President's office in Bellarmine.
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Underclassmen
Have Fun
' 'But not in my backyard."
Nick Ritrivi
Commentary Editor

Voters: Concentrate On
The Economy
Peter Pizzola
Staff Writer

In last week's Mirror,
the Student Beach Resident Association (the SBRA) wrote a
letter which alienated and enraged
one half of the school's population.
The letter stated, "As off
campus boarders, it is our responsibility to keep good relations with
our neighbors. It is becoming impossible to do this because of the uncontrollable amount of non - beach
residents arriving at the point looking for parties WHERE THEY
ARE NOT WELCOME. If you are an underclassman and have no
specific destination at the beach, please do not go there."
The title of this fine piece of work was called, "SBRA Trying
to Save Your Future."
"Your future?" I'd say that's a little off the mark. I think what
the SBRA President (Carissa Badami) was trying to say was, "trying
to save my future at the beach, so stay the hell away. If you don't like
it, too bad."
The SBRA President forgets that she was once an underclassman looking for a party, or a "specific beach destination." How
quickly they forget.
The SBRA' s battle (and for that matter, Fairfield University' s
battle) isn't with the underclassmen, it's with the town. The SBRA
should remember this when creating policies and writing letters.
The SBRA, instead of saying, "OK underclassmen let's work
together against the town to see if we can ALL enjoy and have fun at
the beach on the weekends", chooses to say, "Get out of here so we
don't get in trouble."
The SBRA wants the underclassmen to "please consider this
situation the next time (they) choose to go down to the beach without
a specific invitation."
How many freshmen and sophomores get specific invitations
to the beach? I'd have to say very few.
Basically what we have here is a letter which, instead of
confronting the real problem, the town, confronts and finds a scapegoat in the underclassmen. This, of course, shows the school and the
town of Fairfield that the SBRA has little to no power.
Have some backbone, stand up against the town. Work with
your fellow students, not against them. This "if it helps me, screw
you" attitude has got to go. A policy such as this destroys the little
school unity and school appreciation we have left.
Many underclassmen are correct in being outraged over this
letter. In addition, many seniors who live at the beach have indicated
that they do not favor this letter or these statements. These seniors,
who during their first two years here were welcomed to the beach with
open arms by the then upperclassmen, believe it's time for payback.
They don't turn the underclassmen away - or at least they don't want
to.
This is the reason why the SBRA should try to create a policy
which will encourage and continue a long standing tradition which
offers underclassmen the chance to party with juniors and seniors.
Right now, problems at the beach have hurt this great
tradition. Promoting a policy which altogether buries this tradition
will not only hurt the school, but divide and destroy it.

Well, another four years
have passed, and once again the
American people (or at least 40%
of them anyway) have been given
the opportunity to shape the destiny of the U.S. and (dare I say it?)
the world as we know it.
What am I attempting to say with
these gaudy and pretentious words?
I am merely trying to convey the
fact that an election year is once
again upon us.
How do I know that an
election year has arrived? I know
because once again mud is being
slung fast and furious on both sides
of the political spectrum.
I know because the candidates are making more road-trips
than the Greatful Dead on their last
tour.
But most of all, I know
because every issue that has any
significance for this country's future is being overshadowed by such
pressing matters as Murphy
Brown's baby and Bill Clinton's
draft record.
Perhaps this adherence to
such minuscule matters is not totally the fault of the candidates.
After all, the news media, which is
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$2 OFF
SUPERCUTS
FAIRFIELD
1202Kings Highway Culoll

(in the Circle Plaza)
MF 99, Sal. 9 6. Sun. 103
2550608
Not valid with any other offer.

totally responsible for the skewed
information that we receive, just
revels in such juicy tidbits (better
ratings, y 'know - wouldn't want to
bore the American public with such
unimportant issues as the economy).
The two parties cannot
totally escape blame. It is the Republican Party's archaic "family
values" plank that is getting them
into so much trouble with most
Candice Bergen fans (of course, it
was Dan Quayle who made the
actual comment about Murphy, but
I'll leave the deriding of him to
late-night talk-show hosts).
Bill Clinton's vacillation
on the issue of how he escaped the
draft has brought up more questions than answers. Such an ineffective tactic only leaves more
vulnerable what had always been
his weak spot: his alleged low
character.
I know not what effect
these matters will have on the
campaigns of the presidential candidates nor do I care. In fact, my
mission here today is to tell you to
forget about these unimportant,
moronic issues completely.
Forget about Murphy
Brown, Dan Quayle, and Gennifer
Flowers.
Forget about Clinton's
draft record and George Bush's

alleged hotel-room liaisons. In fact,
forget about any issue that isn't
connected to the following three
topics: the economy, the economy,
and the economy.
This country is in the
worst shape that I can ever remember it in (and don't forget that I
lived through the Carter Administration). Only the candidate with
the best planning for our economic
future can pull us out of this mess.
I suggest that each and
every one of us get a hold of the
economic plans of the two candidates and read them over thoroughly. After comparing and contrasting them, one should make his/
her presidential decision based on
the plan that he/she believes has
the best chances of getting us out of
the recession.
I know there's no rule
saying that Presidential candidates
have to carry out their campaign
promises once elected. Who knows,
maybe eithercandidate will sitback
and do nothing once they are in the
White House.
I'm not attempting to
make anybody any guarantees here.
All I'm trying to say is this: base
your decision on the one issue that
matters the most at this point in
time - the economy.
Otherwise, forget about
the country.

Quoted This Week
"I shaved my ear last night"
- a tired frosh.
"She's liberal from the waist up"
- a sophomore taking about his hook in Seilers.
"No."
- A Fairfield cab driver, responding to the question "Can I throw up in your cab?"

If you have a good quote - send it to The Mirror (Box A A). We'll get it
in next week.

Write for The Mirror
and express yourself.

YOU'RE KIDDING!
$20FFASUPERCUT?
CUTITOUT!
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Commentary

Weicker, Party of One

T?he Last Word

Kurt Hackbarth
Staff Writer

Society's Attitude Regarding Date Rape
Jennifer E. Edwards
Assistant Commentary Editor
There was a sign in Kostka
last year stating, "Think of Your
Four Closest Female Friends.
Now Think How You Would Feel
If One of Them Was Raped."
One out of every four college
women has experienced rape or
attempted rape since age 14 and
84% of these women were raped
by someone they knew.
This is a frightening statistic in a time when women have
supposedly "made it" according
to advertising and the media.
Rape is violence- pure and
simple. It leaves a scar that never
goes away or takes a lot of time
and therapy to heal.
One student who was date
raped in high school is afraid to
get close to a guy. "I never let another guy touch me, because it
was dirty, wrong, my own fault. I
went into a program on rape and
realized for the first time that what
happened to me was rape, and I
didn't need to blame myself. So
why is it that four years later, I
still believe sex is wrong? Nothing has helped. I've been scarred
for life as a result of some guy's
idea of a little fun."
Take a look at the songs
and movies that encourage the
myth "A woman doesn' t mean no
when she says no." In "Fire", by
the Pointer Sisters, the woman's
"No," isn't taken seriously. "I'm

riding in your car... You turn on
the radio... You're pulling me
close... I still say no... I say I don't
like it but you know I'm a liar...
'Cause when we kiss... fire." The
woman clearly says no, yet the
man continues to press because he
is taught to believe that no means
yes.
Another example is found
in the classic. Gone With the Wind.
Rhett carries Scarlett over his
shoulder and up to her bedroom
despite her protests.
No clearly means no, it does
not mean yes. If a woman means
yes, she would say yes, not no.
Date rape is a difficult offense to prosecute since it is one
word against the other. Nine out
of ten acquaintance rapes are not
reported and less than 5% of rapists go to jail.
Last year, the William
Kennedy Smith and Mike Tyson
trials received big headlines. Mike
Tyson was convicted because he
raped an innocent 18 year old,
Miss Black America contestant.
The victim went to the police right
away and presented evidence.
However, in the Kennedy
Smith trial, Smith was acquitted
because the woman was thought
to be "easy". After all, why did the
woman go home with him?
Whether or not the woman
was "easy" should have had no
bearing on the verdict. A rape is a
rape, it doesn't matter if the victim
went home with the man or has
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had sex before.
She does not have to have
sex against her wishes.
One in twelve college men
admit to acts that meet legal definitions of rape. Yet few of these
men identify themselves as rapists.
It is easier to prosecute a
rape on a college campus because university disciplinary proceedings are much faster and
require less evidence than a court
of law.
There was a TV movie a
few years ago entitled "When
He's Not A Stranger" in which a
girl was raped by her best friend's
boyfriend. The football team testified against her, claiming that
she slept with all of them. As a
result, the school suspended her.
The victim took her case
to court and won because she was
committed to the truth. Unfortunately, this doesn't happen too
often. Most women are afraid to
prosecute a rape because of public humiliation.
What kind of world do we
live in when this sort of violence
is allowed?
To understand why acquaintance rape is so widespread,
we must first reexamine how our
assumptions about power, gender, and sex can lead to sexual
violence.
There is already enough
violence in the world. Why do
we need to perpetuate it?

On November 3, as we head to the polls in Connecticut, many
of us will be surprised to see the existence of a third "party" that will
actually take the top line in voting booths. No, not Ross Perot—"A Connecticut Party." But don't be fooled. "A Connecticut Party" is not a party
as such, rather a political machine whose sole purpose is to drive the ego
and political motives of our Governor, Lowell Weicker. Unlike Perot
(who at least produced an honest economic plan after he quit), ACP has
no platform, ideas, or any other seeming reasons for you to vote for the
people on their slate. So what do they stand for?
Maybe ACP stands for the "tough choices" he had to make as
Governor, which is why the slate cross-endorses almost everybody who
voted for the state income tax. The idea would be laughable if it weren't so ridiculous. The tax actually represents the inability of Weicker and
his liberal cronies to say no the the unions, special interests, and agencies
this state is tied to. Which is exactly why the tax was needed — to
continue to fund the uncontrolled growth in state spending which is the
legacy of the O'Neill years. In fact, under the premise of "austerity," the
two Weicker budgets have grown at over twice the rate of inflation and
many more times the rate of economic growth in this state. We were
already paying the fifth highest taxes in the nation before the income tax
(an added $1 billion), which was funding the ninth most generous welfare benefits in the nation, some of the highest public salaries, and the
double digit percentage growth of state employees in the 80's.
Real guts requires stopping this spiraling growth by cutting
spending, privatizing, consolidating, reforming welfare to help people
help themselves, and redefining the mission of government to only do
what the people cannot do on their own, as Lincoln said. This would
require such foreign terms as "accountability" and "responsibility" for
your actions, something the politicians in Hartford have long since forgottehTBufrmaybe Weicker knows that. In his rush to make his top line
look legitimate, his "party" has cross-endorsed such well-known names
as Senator Chris Dodd ad Representatives Barbara Kemelly and Sam
Gejderson, to name a few. But these are exactly the people who are
responsible for the mess down in Washington! Maybe that's what his
party stands for: "We're doing in Connecticut what they've done for the
entire country." Just what we need.
But just maybe Weicker's strategy will backfire. For we can use
this top line as a guide to show us all the candidates who are (or will be)
siphoning money out of our paychecks to sell our state down the road of
unrestrained government. We can then sweep out the entire Jine, which
is exactly what needs to be done. Weicker fooled us once. Don't let him
doitagain^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

SENIOR NITE IN THE PUB!
WHEN: Oct. 1, Thursday
TIME: 8 - 11:30 (Note: 8:00 was
changed from 9:00 as
previously advertised)
WHERE: Stag-Her Inn
($ 1:00 cover, 2 forms of
ID to drink)
There will be a live D.J. and
complimentary food served!

COME JOIN THE FUN!!
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Arts and. Entertainment

And Now A Word
From Our Sponsor...
Patrick McCarthy
Arts and Entertainment
Editor
Bosom Buddies was just
another show in the 10,000 hours
of television of my childhood.
And even though (and this scares
me a little) I can still recite some
of the episodes in my sleep
(Remember the one where they
were dressed as candy stripers?
Kip: I told you that was no light
switch in that man's room! It said
in big letters 'RESPIRATOR' on it! Henry: Well, it brought him out
of his coma, didn't it?), I remember there was always something alluring to me about their careers as ad-men. And in between my wondering why it was that the Professor on Gilligan's Island could build a
radiation detector out of coconuts but he couldn't make a frigging
boat, I dreamed of the life of an advertising executive.
Well Jdon't dream about it anymore, but I sure hope somebody
out there does, because commercials today have hit an all-time low.
These are some of the worst offenders:
Shark Attack Bowling - Now there's two concepts that really
go together: killer sharks and bowling. Who came up with this idea?:
I have to know. This is a kid's game in which tiny plastic pins are set
up and the kids then - get this - "bowl the shark" down at them. This
commercial ends where the attendant at the alley almost swallows the
sandwich he's eating because a big shark walks past him with bowling
shoes on. Who could blame the guy, right? But I found this part a little
offensive. Sharks are attracted to things in motion (they think, for
example, that a panicky diver might be a wounded fish) over stationary
objects, so the great white at the end would certainly bite the dopey
attendant in half rather than go after the pins (It'd probably be attracted
by the sandwich, too. Or would it? Who can really say? That's how
absolutely nuts sharks are!) Any game that spreads false information
to kids about sharks, the greatest, coolest fish in the world, gets a big
fat raspberry from me.
Infommercials - Last Saturday, at the insomniacal hour of
5 AM, I became aware of the following distinction. The three greatest
inventions in the history of the world are, in ascending order: 3.
Electricity. 2. The Wheel. 1. The Floating Lure. Have you seen this
infommercial (that's program-length commercial to all of you unfamiliar with Love Phone)? It's for some kind of fishing lure that's so
effective that you could probably toss it into your toilet and pull up a
marlin. Fish just go wacko for this thing. I don't even think you have
to use it; if you stand over the boat and just talk about it in a loud
enough voice, fish will just leap up and impale themselves on your
hooks. It's interesting, though, that this ad is so effective even though
it's hosted by big, drawly fishermen who look like the results of about
five generations of inbreeding.
Chicken of the Sea - The scene: a conference room. Ad men
in tailored suits with coffee breath and red, ringy eyes, sit around
brainstorming. The Boss: Anyone have a good idea for what we can
name this tuna? Ad Man #1: How about...chicken?
Fruity Pebbles - Here's an ad that has long mystified me. If
Barney can afford to buy an Elvis costume to trick Fred out of his
breakfast, why can' t he just buy his own cereal? And how dumb is Fred
anyway that he never recognizes Barney, even in all his different getups? When was the last time an alien burst through your door
demanding Fruity Pebbles? Oh, and then there's the one where Barney
plays a rap star. Does it mean that we've witnessed the death of rap that
we have to suffer listening to Barney Rubble (not to mention, the
Polly-O String Cheese Bird) kick the juice?
Friskies - This commercial goes on for about a half an hour, and
it's got to be the saddest thing I've ever seen. It starts out with an
adorable eight year-old girl who goes everywhere with her cat (Morris,
natch). She sings about it in this sweet soprano voice: "I love my cat/
What about that?/I hope he doesn't get reduced by a milk truck and
squashed flat" or something like that. We see her going to school with
Morris, walking home with him in the rain, sharing milk and cookies.
Then, in the second half, Morris runs away. Now the syrupy music
kicks in and the girl's voice gets kind of cracky, and the tears just start
pouring out of your eyes. It's so unbearably sad: you expect to see the
cat get eaten by Nazis or something at the end. But of course Morris
comes back when she leaves the Friskies out for him (Thank God!)
So somebody reading this please consider a career in advertising. You guys out there don't have to dress up in women's clothing like
Kip and Henry in order to do it, but if you're compelled to anyway,
hey, go for it.

Suggestion Box:
Drop by the Museum of the Moving Image in Astoria,
Queens this weekend. It's a first rate movie museum
with geniune nickelodeons, makeup samples from
"The Exorcist," gowns worn by Bette Davis and
other fun stuff.
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The Summer's 5 Biggest
Letdowns at the Movies
Chris Snyder
Assistant Arts and
Entertainment Editor
Selecting five of the
worst films from the summer of
' 92 is a much simpler task than last
week's job of picking the best.
Rather than analyzing obvious
junk like Encino Man and Mo'
Money, I will discuss the movies
which disappointed me the most:
Batman Returns - This
had the potential to be one of the
greatest summer movies ever;
instead, it is merely a bad sequel to
a terrific predecessor. Director
Tim Burton gives us an interesting
premise; he reacquaints us with
Batman, and he introduces us to
the Penguin and Catwoman. While
Batman (played somewhat lazily
this time around by Michael Keaton) continues to be a lonely and
disturbed individual, the Penguin
(Danny DeVito in an annoying
role) is a deformed tyrant who was
abandoned by his parents at birth,
and Catwoman (a dazzling performance by Michelle Pfeiffer) has
assumed her identity through being
murdered and resurrected again
by a group of cats. Since each
characteris struggling withatroubled private life, we never really
root for anyone in this film. Instead, we find ourselves hoping
that each character can achieve a
sense of peace and complacency
within themselves.
This is an intriguing idea,
but the film moves at such a frantic, uneasy pace that it is very dif-

ficult to follow and enjoy. Too
much happens on the screen at one
time. Tim Burton should have
expanded more on the BatmanCatwoman relationship which is,
by far, the most fascinating aspect
of the movie. Unfortunately, he
chooses to spend more time on an
additional, stupid subplot involving the Penguin' s quest to kill all of
the first-born babies in Gotham.
Unlike the interesting characters
of the Joker and Catwoman, the
Penguin is just a nuisance who
goes around screaming at everyone with black gook dribbling from
his mouth. It is he who pretty
much ruins the movie.
There is even another
villain, Max Schreck (nicely played
by Christopher Walken), but this
character simply adds to the already confusing story.
Death Becomes Her - This is a
movie which tries to sell its tickets
solely through the use of neat special effects, while offering minimal storyline. Yes, the special
effects are amazing, but there is

really nothing else to admire in
Robert Zemeckis' disappointing
dark comedy. Goldie Hawn and
Meryl Streep star as two Hollywood women in competition for
the same man (Bruce Willis in a
wimpy role). In the meantime,
they are desperately trying to hang
on to their glamorous figures.
Isabella Rossellini plays a witch
who gives them a potion which
will bring eternal life. The rest of
the film involves some funny, but
ultimately tiresome violence as the
two girls continually fight each
other over who will get Willis.
Aside from Hawn's performance,
the rest of Death Becomes Her is
a silly waste of time.
Universal Soldier - You know a
movie is bad if Jean-Claude Van
Damme is the best actor in it. This
is a horrible, ridiculous exercise in
violence. Van Damme and Dolph
Lundgren play two soldiers who,
after being killed in battle, are
brought back to life as robots in a
sort of Terminator ripoff. Whoever told Dolph Lundgren he could
act should be hung. A disgraceful
experience.
Cool World - This was the summer's worst film. I've enjoyed
some of my nightmares more than
this sick, cheesy ripoff of Who
Framed Roger Rabbit.
After a severe motorcycle
crash, a young man is somehow
transported into an animated world
of violence and noise. Being the

(continued to p. 17)

TV's Fall Lineup Has
Something for Everybody
Maureen Mooney
Staff Writer
Every avid T.V. viewer
looks forward to the beginning of
the new fall season. Each year,
new shows arrive in the autumn
line-up and, by January, there are
many out of work actors. There
are, however, a few shows that
will become Nielson favorites and,
perhaps, yours too.
Saturdays look promising with Here and Now on NBC
at 8:00 P.M. This sitcom stars The
Cosby Show's Malcolm Jamal
Warner. Warner's character is a
graduate psychology student who
works for a youth center in Manhattan. Also, look for other big
names on Saturday night such as
Patti LaBelle starring in Out All
Night, Robert Urich in Crossroads, and Robin Givens in Angel
Street.
Sunday is headlined with
the summer sensation I Witness
Video. The show exhibits actual
home videos of disasters, deaths,
and rescues. It airs at 8:00 P.M. on
NBC.
Replacing Designing
Women in 9:30-10:00 P.M. slot
on Monday nights is Love and
War. The show features ex-L.A.
Law and Partridge Family stars
Susan Dey and Jay Thomas. Thomas has had many roles on shows
such as Mork and Mindy,
Cheers, and Murphy Brown. It's
about Dey, a new divorcee, losing
her yuppie restaurant and buying a
seedy bar. One of the bar's regu-

lars is Thomas, a newspaper columnist. Characters also make frequent asides to the camera. Also on
Mondays, look for Hearts Afire
on CBS, Mondays at 8:30 P.M.
with Markie Post and John Ritter.
Ever since Thirtysomething went off the air, ABC has
been looking for a decent show to
replace it. They could have found
it with Going To Extremes. It's
from the creators of Northern Exposure and takes place in the
Caribbean. Also new on Tuesdays
is Hangin' with Mr. Cooper,
Class of '96, and Key West.
Something to look forward to on Wednesdays is Mad
About You, taking the old Night
Court slot at 9:30 P.M., after the
popular Seinfeld. It stars Paul
Reiser and Helen Hunt as newlyweds in New York. Also look for
The Hat Squad at 8:00 P.M. on
CBS and Laurie Hill on ABC at
9:30 P.M.
Thursday nights have
long plagued ABC. Maybe with
the return of Delta Burke in her

new show, Delta, they'll have
themselves a winner. The show
takes place around Burke who has
recently left her husband and
moved to Nashville with aspirations of being a country music star.
For now, though, she's a waitress
in the same bar where Patsy Kline
sang. One warning, Delta sings. In
addition on Thursdays, look for
Rhythm and Blues starring
Amen's Anna Maria Horsford,
Martin, The Heights and The
Golden Palace, which stars all the
golden girls minus Bea Arthur.
By the time Friday rolls
around, you'll probably be tired of
the tube, but if not, be sure and
check out The Round Table. The
show revolves around the lives of
Washington enforcement officers
who hang out at a place called The
Round Table.
Other new series to look
for are Final Appeal: From the
Files of Unsolved Mysteries,
What Happened? starring The
White Shadows' Ken Howard,
Camp Wilder, Bob with Bob
Newhart, Likely Suspects, and
Picket Fences.
Many old standbys are
still around such as: Murphy
Brown, Northern Exposure, Full
House, Coach, Quantum Leap,
Seinfeld, Beverly Hills 90210,
Cheers, The Simpsons, and L.A.
Law. Even with the departure of
The Cosby Show, Growing Pains,
and Who's the Boss?, it still promises to be and exciting season of
new shows and old favorites.
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What's Up At The
Quick Center

Neat Gadgetry Helps Keep
"Sneakers" From Wearing Out
Chris Snyder
Assistant Arts and
Entertainment Editor
There is probably not a
human being alive who doesn't
have a fascination with power. We
all fantasize about having our own
personal control over the world.
For the characters in Phil Alden
Robinson's silly, but likable comic
thriller Sneakers, these dreams
become a reality.
Robinson's previous film
was the sensational Field Of
Dreams, another look at what
happens when wishes come true.
That movie was a huge box office
success, and it went on to receive
an Oscar nomination for Best Picture. Although his latest project
(writer and director) does not come
close to duplicating the magic of
that work, Sneakers is a crowdpleaser and could most definitely
become a hit.
An aging Robert Redford
heads the all-star cast. He plays
Martin Bishop, a security expert
who specializes, for a small fee, in
exploiting the weaknesses of security systems which help protect
local banks and businesses.
Working with Bishop are:
Crease (Sidney Poitier), a former
CIA man who was mysteriously
expelled from the organization;
Carl (River Phoenix), a teenage
computer wizard; Mother (Dan
Akyroyd), a technological and
political genius; and Whistler

(David Strathairn), a blind audio
engineer with an intuitive knowledge of sound.
After completing a routine day on the job, Bishop is approached by a couple of government agents who want him to confiscate a top secret black box developed by a western mathematician. Although curious as to the
capabilities of the box, Bishop
refuses to help the government with
the heist.
As he later learns, however, he has no choice in the matter. The agents know that Bishop
was a hacker in the 60's who illegally supervised the transferring
of funds from one organization to
another. They also know that his
real name is Frank Brice, and he is
currently hiding under a different
identity. In the final analysis, Frank
can either help the government, or
go to jail.
In addition to his group
of misfits, Frank needs assistance
from his former lover (Mary
McDonell from Dances With
Wolves and Grand Canyon). She
is a gifted mathematician, and she
helps him acquire the box.
Once the black box is
within their domain, the group
discovers what its true powers are.
It contains a computer chip which
serves as a code breaking device
allowing access to every single
computer network in the world.
Up to this point, Sneakers is entertaining fare, but it goes

a bit sour when we are introduces
to the villains. The agents who
hired Frank are not who they seem
to be; they are really working for
another security expert (Ben
Kingsley of Gandhi) who is an old
acquaintance of Frank's. His goal
is to obtain the box and, as he puts
it, to alleviate the economic prob'^ms of the world. "Thanks to this
box," he tells Frank, "there will be
no rich people and no poor people.
Everyone will be the same." This
scheme is completely ridiculous,
and it almost makes the film laughable.
Another major weakness
in Sneakers is its underdeveloping of the supporting characters.
We learn everything there is to
know about the Redford character,
but I wish we knew more about his
co-workers. For instance, why
exactly was Crease kicked off the
CIA? How did Carl and Mother
actually become technical masterminds? We never find out.
Still, despite my criticisms, I was entertained by Sneakers. The gadgetry used by the
protagonists in their line of duty is
fascinatingly neat, and the movie's
cute final sequence satisfied me
enough to give this film a marginal
recommendation. Rating:
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Beth Scribner
Staff Writer
The Potato People are descending on the Quick this Sunday,
October4that2and4P.M. No need to worry, though. They're acomical
acting group of three characters - Momma, Poppa, and their adorable
daughter, Nancy - who make up the Potato Family. They're like a
cartoon come to life! General admission is $8 adults, $6 children.
Next Friday, October 9th, the Saturday Brass Quintet will be
playing at 8 P.M. in the main theatre. Although they play Renaissance,
Baroque, and Classical pieces, the quintet is on the cutting edge of
contemporary brass music. In the past, the brass quintet has commissioned and premiered more than a dozen new works. On Friday, in commemoration of the University's 50th anniversary, they will perform a
new commission by composer David Leisner. Tickets are $22, $ 19, and
$15 with discounts for students, senior citizens, and groups.
Don't forget! The art exhibit in the Walsh Gallery, Fairfield
Collects: Loans From Friends of Fairfield University, is still going
on. showing until October 31 st are works from artists such as Giacomo
Ralla, Giorgio DeChirico, and Thomas Eakins, and there's an inspiring
landscape by Andrew Nyeth down there too. Go see it! Gallery hours
are 11 A.M.- 5 P.M., Tuesday-Saturday.

Attention: Poets!
This section
would like to
print your poems
in an upcoming
issue! Please submit your work to
Box AA.

NOW ACCEPTING
COMPETITOR'S COUPONS
During Competitions
Business Hours

INTRODUCING THE BEST PIZZA VALUE ON CAMPUS!

DOMINO'S PIZZA
255-8823

1580 Post Road • Fairfield
Mon-Thurs. 11 a.m. -1 a. m.; Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m. - 2 a.m.; Sun. 12 p.m. -1 a.m.
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FREE PIZZA
With Any
Competitor's Coupon
|Buy any size pizza at regular price and|
give us a competitor's coupon and get ■
I an identical pizza FREE.
Expires 12/31/92

11

VaM at partiopebng stores on»y Not valid with any Other
Offer Pnces may vary Customer pays sales tax where
appfccatue Delivery areas kmrted to ensure sate driving
Ourdnvres carry less thatn $20 00 Cashvalue Our drivers
are not penakzed for late dehvenes 1992 Domtno's Pizza

I

GET A LARGE
PIZZA FOR
MEDIUM PRICE
Order any large pizza and
pay for a medium.
Expires 12/31/92

Vahd at participating stores onry Not vakd with any other
otter Prices may vary Customer pays sates tax where
appkcsbte Dekvery areas trmted to ensure sate dnvKXj
Our drivers carry less than $20 00 Cashvalue Our drivers
are not penakzed lor late dekveries-1992DcminosPizza

BEAT
'THE CLOCKi
9 p.m. - Midnight
Order t wo medium cheese pizza and |
your price is whatever the time is.
(toppings extra).
Expires 12/31/92

Vaixd at participating stores only Not vabd with any other
otter Prices may vary Customer pays sates tax where
appkcabie. Delivery areas kmrted to ensure sate drwng.
Ourdnvres carry less lhatn $20 00 Cashvalue Ourdrrvers
are not penalized lor late dekvenes 1992 Domino's Pizza
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"Prince of Tides" on Video:
Read the Book Instead
Amy Kolenik
Staff Writer
Now that The Prince of
Tides has hit the video stores, all
those people who didn't think it
was worth eight dollars to see in
the theaters will flock to rent it.
Well, they're right. It
wasn't worth the money. At least,
not to someone who has read Pat
Conroy's unparalleled novel.
The previews were correct when they described this movie
as the story of a Southern man,
with a broken marriage, who goes
to New York and has an affair with
his psycho sister's psychiatrist —
that's exactly what this film was
about. What Barbara Streisand
failed to show was that this was not
even close to what the book was all
about.
Now don't get me wrong.
That storyline is accurate to the
book. But the main flux of Conroy' s
story is not about Nick Nolte and
Barbara Streisand having some
steamy love affair.
It is the tale of a torn,
southern whitetrash family; it is
how three children Tom, Luke,
and Savannah survive and love
each other, in spite of a physically
abusive father and an emotionally
abusive mother. In the film, we
lose so much of their childhood—
like the time the kids stole back the
town's white dolphin, and when

their 80 year old grandfather watershed 25 miles along the river.
Now I know that there's
no way a 600 page book can be
entirely crammed into a two hour
movie. But there were so many
times that we would see Nick Nolte
telling a story, and it would have
been better to have a flashback.
Even worse were the times we
heard Nolte saying, "I poured out
the memories of my childhood"
without telling us anything else.
The biggest disappointment of all is how the character of
Luke is treated. He is nothing more
than a blink in the film, yet his is
the focal character inherent to the
book. At the end of both the novel
and the film, Savannah writes a
poem called "The Prince of Tides."
In the film, we walk away thinking
that the prince is Tom, but the real
prince is Luke, who is all but MIA
in this film.
The movie in itself is not

DON'T FORGET...
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Top 5 Movie Letdowns
(continued from p. 15)

all that bad. I have heard of many
people who really liked it. Not
surprisingly, these are all people
who have not read the novel.
My advice is this. If you
haven't read the book and want to
see a good drama/romance/soap
opera, then rent it—you'll probably like it.
On the other hand, if you
want to read a story that will capture you, that will invoke every
feeling possible, that you will not
be able to tear yourself away from,
then read The Prince of Tides. I
assure you—it' s worth your while

New Professors Appointed
PR - Fairfield University
has appointed three new professsors in the Fine Arts department to expand programs in theatre, etching, and printmaking.
The new faculty, who have
taught at locales as diverse as Fairbanks, Alaska, and Manoa, Hawaii, are Trefoni (Tony) Rizzi, assistant professor of fine arts in art
history and Jo Yarrington, assistant professor of fine arts in studio
art, and new art history professor
Dr. Catherine Scallen.

only human, he is persuaded to become a policeman in the hopes of
bringing some peace to this tumultuous environment
What I hated about Cool World is that it contains not one
friendly character. The inhabitants of the animated land are very
annoying, and they spend all of their time belching at, urinating on,
or fighting with each other. This is entertainment?
Kim Basinger is embarrassingly bad as a pretty cartoon who
aspires to become a real person. Director Ralph Bakshi has created
more appealing characters in his other animated works for adults
(Fire and Ice and Fritz the Cat).
Alien 3 - What made Alien and Aliens such good films is that they
introduced us to people we grew to care about. When the monster
killed a majority of them, we felt bad. Alien 3, conversely, does not
offer one sympathetic character in its two hour length. Instead of
normal, everyday people, all of the protagonists in this film are bald
criminals, covered with lice, living in some kind of futuristic prison.
In addition, they mutter out at least two or three four-letter words in
every sentence they speak. How can I feel sorry for people like this?
Believe it or not, I was rooting for the monster to wipe out everyone
and take over the planet.
Sigourney Weaver reprises her role as Ripley, but she is not
nearly as exciting to watch as she was in the previous entries.
Even the alien itself looks phony. In the first two movies
(thirteen and six years ago respectively), the slimy creature looked
terrifying and real. Here, it looks like a colorform. What a dud!
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Hey, bucko! Write
for the Mirror, OK?

255-4430

Chris Snyder's Movie Reviews Can Also Be
Heard Tuesdays on WVOF-FM (88.5)
Between 1 and 1:15 PM

GOLD ehcatessen

TICK TACKTOE

WITH THIS COUPON
RECEIVE $1.00 OFF ANY
SANDWICH ON OUR MENU

Cocktail Dresses, Silver Jewelry,
Cottons & Ethnic Specials
Naot/Birkenstocks repaired
Visa/Mastercard/Amex
...
Gift Wrapping Available
Shipping Available

873 POST RD • FAIRFIELD, CT 06430 • 203-259-2233

alfs place cafe

FOXY LOCKS HAIR SALON

Ask about our 3' to 6' Party Heros,
Party Platters, and lceCmam/:Yogurt
Offer expires Dec. 15

•Cuts* Coloring* Perms*Hi-Lites*

Welcomes you back!
To reintroduce you to our establishment, bring
this ad and receive a FREE drink of your choice!

|

OFFER GOOD THRU SEPT. 30th
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
2 ID's including picture A MUST!

We are offering $5.00 off
any hair service
with this ad

"259-5888"""

1275 Post Rd. (Brickwalk)
NEXXUS*PAUL MITCHELL* BIOLAGE* RUSK

"ONE OF THE BEST FILMS I'VE SEEN IN A LONG, LONG TIME.

I CAN'T WAIT TO SEE IT AGAIN. I LOVE THIS FILM:'

"THERE'S NO RESISTING
'THE COMMITMENISLA FILM
WITH A SOUND SO POTEMT
IT COULD PROBABLY LIBERATE
THE^/ORLD."
- Kenneth Turan, LOS ANGELES TIMES

"••••"

- Joel Siege!, GOOD MORNING AMERICA

Fri. Oct. 2 - 8:00, Sat. Oct. 3 - 8:00, Sun. Oct. 4 - 7 and 9:30
Location: Gonzaga Auditorium
Tix's sold at door..

-JaclcMathews,NEW$DAY

u -1
re'eased by TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
■i,-talcs Ccrca';"
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Backyard classic
and Intramural
update
(Continued from p.20)
Mayhem came out raging opening
up a 21 -12 halftime lead. Callahan
was on a torrid shooting streak
hitting 4 of 5, scoring 8 first half
points.
But The Weapons dug
deep in the second half using a
strong defensive effort. Kevin
Stange shut down Jim Cronin to
zero points and Warren Brini
grabbed every board in site.
Meanwhile, Brian Marks
scored 8 of his 12 points in the final
eight minutes to give the Weapons
their first lead with 16 seconds left.
Mayhem, whose shooting was
abandonned in the second half,
went to Callahan.
He drove to the middle
and drew a blocking foul. Clutch
Callahan stcuk both and a last
second shot by the Weapons fell
short giving Mayhem their second
consecutive Backyard title. These
two teams are sure to meet again;
do yourself a favor and see basketball the way it should be.
In the weeks' intramural
flag football action, "Final Down"
destroyed "Bananas are Good For
You" 19-0. MandyBladeranfora
T.D. and threw for another. Laurie
Connors intercepted a pass for a
touchdown. Lori Iacovelli caught

four passes, one for a T.D. In a
losing effort, Kelly MacMahon had
one iterception. In men's action,
Hey Derp humiliated Shrub Scouts
34-6. The best 1-2 punch in the
game, Andy and Harry Gregory,
were too much for the Scouts. Andy
had 1 Interception, 2 rushing T.D.s
and 1 throwing T.D. Harry had 1
T.D. reception and a 90 yard Interception return. Matt MacGuire
threw a touchdown to Ron Delia.
Tuesday
evening
FUBAR defeated Conti Hurricanes
by a score of 34-6. FUBAR had an
intramural season high eight interceptions. Thre by Steve Elliot,
who ran one for a touchdown and
three by Matt Dunne. Elliot also
caught two passes for touchdowns
. Steve purtell ran for a touchdown
and Mike Sacca caught one also.
On Sunday night the flag
football is intense. Even though
they were rained out this week the
teams are all of great talent and are
sure to make far in the playoffs.
The night is made up of Jefferson's
Dry Cleaners, Battisda's Dunkin'
Donuts, Draft and Nads. Draft is
led by Martin Guillet who won last
year's football tournament. Nads
have a fouryears of experience
and are from various teams.

Intramural Athlete of the Week
Christian D'amato front
Mocker for Hester's Molesters.
He recorded along with his 12
kills an incredible 16 blocks in
the Outdoor Beach Volley bal
tournament. He continued his
massive play in the Backyard
Classic and contibuted to yet
another
Molesters
title.Honorable mention was
TomKocienda. Next week Mark
Callahan: Backyard Hoops Athlete of the week.

Field Hockey
refuses to lose
Amy Kolenik
Staff Writer
Coming off a 7-0 loss to
UVM on Saturday, the field hockey
team lived up to their motto,
"Refuse to Lose" and beat Siena 21 on Monday.
Not only was it their first
win in the MAAC, but their first
win overall this season. Goals
were scored by senior Jill Barry
and freshman Leslie Hubbard. According to freshman Marlene
McDonald, "We played awesome.
We totally dominated the whole
game and everyone really hustled."
Goalie Katie Rogers also played
excellent, giving up only one goal.
The Lady Stags take on
Southern Connecticut State Tuesday the 29th, on Barlow field.

INCREASE YOUR
BRAIN POWER
EAT AT

Jersey Mike's
GiANTSiZE

SUBMARINES
&SALADS
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Stag Notes

Women Spikers1
woes continue

Men's Soccer Standings

Amy Kolenik
Staff Writer
The Lady spikers continued
to struggle this week falling in
three straight games to the UConn
Huskies 6-15, 7-15, 11-15. This
brings their record to 1-8 overall.
Co-captain Beth Tiemann
was optimistic about the rest of the
season however saying "despite
our record, our attitude is positive.
Pretty soon it will all come
together,and then we'll be a team
to contend with."
Strong performances were
given by co-captain Kim Crudo,
who had eleven digs and seven
kills and Nikki Arzillo with 24
assists and eight digs.

School MAAC
Loyola
3-0-0
Fairfield 3-0-0
Canisius 1-1-0
Manhattan 1-1-0
Niagra
0-1-1
St.Peters
0-2-1
Siena
0-1-0
Iona
0-2-0

Overall
5-0-0
3-1-1
2-4-0
1-5-1
0-2-1
0-5-1
1-2-0
0-5-0

Women's Volleyball Standings
School
MAAC
Canisius
1-0
Loyola
2-0
Niagra
2-0
Siena
1-1
StPeters
1-1
Iona
0-2
Fairfield
0-2
Manhattan 0-1

Overall
5-3
7-6
3-2
9-3
4-8
3-8
1-7
1-10

Crew Team To Begin Practice
For Information Contact:
Rick Fleitas (Box 778)
Michele Ciriello (Box 262)

1700 Post Rd
Heritage Square
259-7373
M-Th: 10-9,
Fri: 10-11,
Sat.: 10-10,
Sun: 10-8

The Place to be.

BEST MEAL DEAL IN TOWN!

Proper ID required

IF YOU DO NOT WANT
YOUR PHONE NUMBER
OR ADDRESS IN IHE STAG.
PLEASE NOTIFY THE FUSA
OFFICE IMMEDIATELY!
254-4000, EXT. 4040

OQ8

i i i .". 'V »/f!
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Stag Kickers
shut out in
rain
Erika Hodges
Staff Writer
In men's soccer action
this weekend, the Fairfield Stags
dropped a close game to Hofstra.
On the overcast Saturday, the visiting team from Hofstra scored two
goals to take home the win.
In the first half, Fairfield
got off to a slow start when
Hofstra's Zak Wright scored at the
six minute mark. However, Fairfield goalie Andrew Tennant and
the Stag defense then went on to
deny Hofstra's scoring attempts
for the rest of the first half.
Offensively, Fairfield
took many corner kicks throughout the game but were unable to
convert these offensicve opportunities into goals.
Late in the second half,
Hofstra's Wright tallied the second and final goal of the game to
give Hofstra the shutout.
Fairfield's record stands
ar 3-3-1, but the players are unhappy with this record and are
looking to improve in the games to
come.
So, be sure to catch a
fired up Fairfield squad when they
next play at home on October 17.
** Please excuse last weeks' error:
Mendrese Bajrami scored Fairfield's second goal against Canisius.

ports
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Red Ruggers rough up
Women's Tennis:
opponents on the road Serves up a hot streak
Ed Panzella
Staff Writer
On Sunday, September
20, the Fairfield Red Ruggers traveled to rival school, Fordham, in
the Bronx.
The Ruggers A side
started the season well with CoCaptain Jim Bagley scoring a try
off an assist by Dominic Puchalla
and Bo Dregs. Tommy Kramer
converted the kick to make the
score 7-0 Fairfield.
Fordham, stormed back
scoring two tries in a row to give
them the lead at half-time of 12-7.
In the beginning of the
second half, Tommy Kramer converted a penalty kick to bring Fairfield to within two. Fordham them
converted its own penalty kick to
go up by five.
The Ruggers pushed on,
within five meters of the try line,
Kevin McVeigh was able to pull
the ball out of a fierce rush, dominated by the entire scrum of Fairfield, to score a try that tied the
game at 15-15.
Unfortunately, this was
as close as Fairfield got.
Fordham scored the game
winning try and Fairfield was
unable to come back. In the B-side
game, the game was dominated by
Fairfield as the younger players on
the squad showed excellent poten-

tial and explosive play. Matt
Wendorff and John Boyle led this
group with dominant play. Brian
McCloskey scored a penalty kick
in the first half to push Fairfield
ahead 3-0.
In the second half, Chris
Knauf scored a try off an assist by
Matt Wendorff to put Fairfield
ahead 8-0. This is how the game
ended.
In the C-side game, the
freshmen showed excellent potential for the future of the club, but
the game ended in a tie, as neither
side knew exactly what they were
doing.
Sunday, September 27th
was Fairfield's first home game of
the year. The Red Ruggers
squashed Rutgers 18-12 behind the
intense play of Pat MacDonnell,
Tommy Kramer, Charlie Kersten,
Bo Dregs, and fearless captain Ed
Rugemer.
The Ruggers got intense.
Rookie Matt Shea scored his first
try as the Ruggers dominated
Rutgers with ferocious hits and
superior skills.
Ed Rugemer scored a try
off a smart penalty play to put the
Ruggers ahead at 18-12. This is
haow the game ended as the Ruggers tightened the defense to hold
off the oncoming charge by
Rutgers. The B-team ended up
with a 5-0 win.

Peter Mooney
Staff Writer
Women's tennis had a
perfect week winning both its contests to close out September with a
5-2 record. The team crushed St.
Peter's by a tally of 8-1 last Thursday. The only defeat came at the
hands of Shirley Neff, St. Peter's
outstanding number one player,
who ousted Emily Reardon 6-3,
6-2. St. Peter's which dropped its
record to 2-4, lost each of the three
doubles matches to the visiting
Stags. Samantha Gambino, Fairfield's fifth seeded singles player,
owned the competition's most impressive performance, posting a
6-1,6-0 victory over Phuong Dang.
The Stags stayed on the
winning track, on Sunday, hand-

ily defeating Siena, 7-2. The team
again swept the doubles matches,
including a 6-0, 6-0 shellshacking
that Reardon and Melissa Gassier
delivered to Siena's number two
seeded doubles team.
Gassier, seeded number
two in singles competition on the
team, also nearly pitched a shutout
in her singles match, overwhelming Siena's Maureen Farrell, 6-1,
6-0. July Hary and Mandy D'Andrea gained Siena's only wins for
the day.
Women's Tennis tries for
more "w's" when it travels to Iona
this Tuesday and then to Seton Hall
on Wednesday. The weekend features the MAAC championships at
Concort Resort in Lake Kiamesha,
NY. The Stags next home match is
on Tuesday, October 6th, at 3 pm.

Women's Soccer: Enjoying
life at the top
Robbie Meisch
Staff Writer
Two games into the inaugural season for Division One
women's varsity soccer, the Lady
Stags are in top form. On Saturday, September 26th, they gained
their second consecutive shutout
with a 5-0 victory at Siena(l-l).
This improves their overall record
to 2-0 and they remained tied atop
the MAAC south division with
Loyola at 1-0.
Freshman Kristin Kelley
continued her superb playing by
scoring just 29 seconds into the
game (assist by Rebecca Timlin)
and assisting on goals by Kara
Burmaster, Julie DeFillippo, and
Heather Knight.
The fifth and final goal
was scored by MaryBeth Elledge;
the assist going to Alicia Smith.
Kelley's efforts earned her the

MAAC Player of the Week Award.
With seven points (2 goals, 3 assists) on the season, Kelley placed
ninth overall in conference scoring
and Kara Burmaster checks in at
fourteenth overall with five points
(2 goals, 1 assist).
Freshman Julie Webb
continued her masterful goal keeping by making nine saves, which
brings her season total to fourteen.
Thanks to two shutouts,
Webb places first overall in MAAC
goalkeeping. The Lady Stags look
. to continue their winning ways in
their home opener on Wednesday,
September 30th against St. Peters
at 3:30 pm.
The St. Peter's game starts
a five game homestand which will
be key in maintaining the early
season momentum and heading
towards a conference title. The
Lady Stags are looking veryimpresive in their first year in Div. I.

Quote of the Week
"bllllaaaaa"
-Joe Bonavita

4A. ./
Stags goalie Andy Tennant clears the ball.

Photo: K. Guterel

Power forward for Sweetloaf after
making a jumper (I think he felt nauseous.)

'The Pizza Restaurant with the MagicTouch
See the "Magic of Jim Sisti" on Wednesday & Sunday Evenings

"The DeRosa Family Welcomes You"
" Great Pizza, Pasta & Dinner Specials "
Open Everydayll :30am-11:30pm!
• FreeDelivery&TakeOut

Come - Bring the Family! 255-9818
"Let Our Family Serve Your Family"

260 Post Road • Fairfield

Fairfield U Students!
10% off order w/student I.D.
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Slugfest erupts on Alumni
Men's Baseball splits with Sacred Heart
Matt McGuire
Staff Writer
Lou Garcia hit a two run
blast in the seventh inning and
freshman Mike Pike added a solo
shot in the bottom of the ninth but
it wasn't enough as Sacred Heart
held on to win 14-12 in a slugfest.
However, the Stags did manage to
take a rain shortened 1 -0 victory in
the second game of the doubleheader.
The first game of the twin
bill was anything but a pitcher's
duel as the four Stag hurlers who
saw action gave up a combined
fourteen runs. Fairfield starter Lou
Vigliotti went three and two-thirds
innings giving up three runs, though
the weather conditions were terrible with a cold, steady mist falling for most of the game.
It was a real seesaw battle
with the lead changing hands several times throughout the contest.
In the seventh, Garcia's homer gave
the Stags a short lived 8-7 lead.
Then, Sacred Heart pushed a run
across in the top of the eighth to tie
the game at 8. Second baseman
John Johnson's run scoring double
put the Stags on top again 9-8

going into the ninth inning.
Johnson also contributed a sparkling defensive play early in the
game, going to his right to rob
Sacred Heart of a basehit.
Fairfield reliever Craig
Munch started the ninth inning
hoping to close the door on Sacred
Heart. Unfortunately, he was
roughed up for six runs, including
a grand slam, before he settled
down and retired the side.
Fairfield threatened in the
bottom of the ninth as Pike led off
with a solo home run. They managed two more in the inning, aided
by first baseman Kevin Welch's
double and a Sacred Heart throwing error, but that was all, and the
Stags found themselves on the short
end of a 14-12 decision.
The second game was the
opposite of the first, with neither
team generating much offense. The
lone run of the game came early,
when freshman Justin Kearn drove
in Garcia who had just singled and
stolen second.
Righthander
Brian
McDevitt turned in a very strong
performance on the mound, using
an array of pitches to baffle Sacred
Heart hitters and shut them out for

five innings.
At the end of five however, the weather got worse. What
had just been a fine mist turned
into a steady rain and the umpires
delayed the game just as righthander Bernie McNerney took to the
mound to relieve McDevitt.
After a ten minute delay,
the umpires called the game. A
disappointed McNerney was heard
to have remarked, "I think we
should keep playing, I don't think
the heavy stuff is going to come
down for quite a while."
Although the weekend
was mostly washed out by the rain
with Saturday's games being canceled and the second game on
Sunday being shortened, those who
saw the games were able to get a
glimpse at some new faces in the
Stag lineup.
These new faceds
included:sophomore
John
Johnson, and freshmen Mike Pike
and Justin Kearn all turned in solid
performances. They are sure to
add to the team in the upcoming
season.
The team will take to the
diamond against Central Conn.
State on Sunday October 4th.

Molesters spike another title;
Mayhem squeaks by Weapons
Nathaniel Tilton
Staff Writer
A volleyball tournament
at Fairfield can mean only one
thing: a championship for
Hester's Molesters. The 3rd
Annual Backyard Classic found
its first repeat champion in the
volleyball tournament. Last
year's champion "Molesters"
worked hard to a 2-1 record in
the round robin portion of the
tournament. "I.Y.F." finished
in first, going undefeated, "Leave
It Blank" went 1-2, and "The
Team From Claver" a disappointing 0-3.
The teams were seeded
according to their round robin
record. In the first semi-final,
I.Y.F. outlasted The Team From
Claver 16-14, 15-7. Maria Rios
and Tamara Lopez anchored the
I.Y.F. squad to the championship
match. The second semi-final
posted the Molesters versus
Leave It Blank. Pete Stumbar
once again found his team
matched against the powerful
Molesters, and once again fell
short. Stumbar and teammates
Dave Jockle and Tim Griffith
were simply dominated by last
week's Intramural Athlete of the
Week, Christian D'Amato, and
the hard-hitting Jim Dawson.
The scores of the match were 151 and 15-9.
The champioship match
would prove to be meaningful
for Hester's Molesters as I.Y.F.
handed them their lone defeat in
the round robin. "We really

wanted this one, not only for the
title, but for revenge," said team
captain Sean Hester. Both games
ended 15-11 as the Molesters
used what has brought them so
many titles: teamwork. "We all
work well together, it was good
to have our whole team together," Hester added, referring
to the addition of superhitter
Ryan Finnegan who missed last
weeks 4 on 4 tourney. Also
returning was Erin Patton and
Kim Daly, both former varsity
players, who add strength to the
Molester's entire game. Next up
for the Molester dynasty is the
volleyball league.
Every little boy's dream
came true this weekend. Sixteen
seconds left, down by one,
championship game, and you're
at the line for two shots. Mark
Callahan has played this through
his mind so many times, but it
never had become reality. He
responded like everyone dreams,
hitting both and walking away
with the championship. The
Intramural Athlete of the Week,
Callahan.scored 11 points,
including the game winning free
throws to give Raging Mayhem a
31-30 victory over Lethal
Weapons in the final of the
Backyard Classic.
The 13 team tournament
featured a consolation tournament. Teams losing in the
winners bracket received one
more chance to claim the title of
the Best of the Worst. Wedgie
Fever made the most of it by

beating the Green Wave 60-40.
Freshman phenom Harry
Gregory led the Fever with 23.
For those of you who
don't know, the Mayhem and
Weapon's rivalry started 3 years
ago in the first round of the B
playoffs. Then, as freshmen,
Weapons came out on top by 2
points going on to win the B
title. Since then, they've never
played, missing each other by
one victory. Mayhem has had
the upperhand winning both the
Schick 3 on 3 and last year's
Backyard. Yet both have fallen
short, Weapons in the MidSeason Classic and Mayhem in
the A championship. This
weekend everything went right.
Lethal Weapons brezed through
their side defeating the Mighty
Ducks, led by Scott Torrello's
14 points and Warren Brim's
tough inside play. Sweetleaf
was short of talent losing 52-34,
and in the semi-final the Brew's
Brothers hung tough losing 4037. Chris Arena and Torello
scored 10 and 11 respectively as
the trademark jumpers of the
Weapons poured down on the
Brew's Bros.
Meanwhile, Mayhem
was tearing up their side of the
bracket downing White Bread
30-28 and upset minded Vanilla
Thunder 45-35. The stage was
set: Mayhem vs. Weapons,
McCarthy vs. Marks, simply put,
the best basketball in the school.
Mayhem came out raging
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So, where is
everybody?
Brian Marks
Sports Editor
Last week I wanted to know why soccer and our other sports team
were not getting supported here. Well, after thinking about it for a couple
of days, I decided that the reason must be that most students like myself
would rather play sports and exercise on the weekends than watch other
sports.
But, I learned this weekend that this is obviously not the reason. The
intramural department ran the third Annual Backyard Classic this past
weekend. I figured what's more fun than an all day basketball and vol
leyball tournament in which the final four teams all receive t-shirts.
So let's see, hardly anyone goes to Stag home games so they're
probably all waiting for a fun-filled, athletic day where they can show
case their own talents...perhaps the Outdoor Classic. No! a measley
thirteen basketball teams and four volleyball teams showed up.
Granted there was some unreal talent like Brian Marks, Chris Arena,
Scott Torello, Warren Brini, Kevin Stange, and Freddie Vital in the tour
nament, but still where is everybody? There should have been more
teams this year than the past two combined, but instead the number
dwindled from sixteen to thirteen.
I don't know but something tells me that if the intramural staff and
Rex Pringle changed the events of the Backyard Classic from basketball
and volleyball to quarters and beirut that they would have to move the
tournament from the Rec Plex to the Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome.
For all of you concerned about the John Mitchell cheerleading saga,
I am happy to announce that I witnessed Mitch looking at pom-poms in
Caldor. He did not purchase them that day, but was overheard later that
night chanting "red...white" in his room. Oh well, only time will tell, but
please keep encouraging Mitch to cheer. He is good!!
On the national sports scene,the Utah Runnin Utes defeated the
Oregon State Beavers in a n interesting Western AthleticConference
Pacific Athletic Conference 10 clash on the gridiron.
With less thana week to go in the major league baseball season, I will
give you my feelings on who who should be recieving the post season
awards.
In the National League, despite the leadership and amazingly con
sistent numbers put up by Terry Pendelton, how can anyone overlook the
possible triple crown year by Gary Sheffield when selecting the MVP.
In the American League I'll go on a biased limb and choose Kirby
puckert, who leads the league in hits, is second in battting average, and
has over 100 RBI's.
The Cy Young should go to Greg Maddux in the National League
and Jack McDowell in the American League.
Pat Listach of Milwaukee and Tim Wakefield get my votes for
Rookie of the Year.
AL Manager of the Year, I like Phil Garner of the Milwaukee
Brewers and Montreal's Felipe Alou in the National League.
Hey Knick fans!!! How about that trade? Mark Jackson and a
pick for Charles Smith and Bo Kimble. This could be the outside threat
the Knicks have lacked in the previous years. Smith will give Ewing the
well deserved rest which he hasn't gotten since his days back at Georgetown.
Celtics fans should beware of the up and coming Knicks. Without
Larry Bird to bail them out, the Knicks should be able to do well in the
Atlantic Division.

This week:

Inside Sports...

Fantastic finishes in Backyard
Classic;Intramural Athlete Of the
Week; and Quote of the Week.

Next Week:
Flag Football Hits Full Stride;
Baseball Team Plays Two More;Field
Hockey Results

